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This project originally began as a desire to build some kind of logic demonstrator 
out of relays, for use as a museum exhibit.  I started an initial design for a four-bit 
adder, based on the serial shifting technique used in the PDP-8/S.  I selected a 
12 VDC Omron relay and bought ten for experimentation purposes.  Attempts to 
build a J-K flip-flop out of relays were less than successful, primarily due to the 
difficulty of making a reliable clock edge detector using relays.

In the meantime, Russ Corley, museum curator, discovered that a Dr Harry 
Porter at Portland State University in Oregon had built a working computer out of 
about 415 relays (see http://web.cecs.pdx.edu/~harry/Relay/secondPage.html for 
details).  I contacted Dr Porter and asked if he would have any objection to our 
building a similar machine using his design, with proper attribution of course.  He 
replied that he would be honored and thrilled if we built a computer using his 
design.

In a curious coincidence, the relay family I had selected for use in my logic 
demonstrator was exactly the same as the one selected by Dr Porter for his 
computer.  I subsequently constructed prototypes of two key circuits for the full-
blown computer:  the clock generator, and a one-bit adder.  Both worked as 
advertised.

Dr Porter built his computer in 2007 at a total cost of just under $5200.  
Preliminary investigation of component prices showed that the 2010 cost was 
going to be substantially higher than that.  As a result, I submitted a “contact us” 
form to Omron (the relay manufacturer), asking if they possibly had a charitable 
contribution program that would consider donating product to the museum for this 
project, and detailing our requirements for relays (450), sockets (450), and 
mounting rails (40).

Some thought and discussion was given to possible improvements to Dr Porter’s 
design, including some suggestions from him as to things he would do differently 
given his experience.  The main thing he had discovered, which I had already 
assumed (and had used in my prototype circuits), was that a suppression diode 
needed to be installed across each relay coil to conduct the inductive “kick” that 
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results when the magnetic field collapses in a relay that has just been turned off.  
Without the suppression diode, extremely high voltage spikes can be generated, 
which can (and did in Porter’s case) damage LED indicators across the coil, and 
can also cause arcing of contacts.  He also counseled against using cheap 
switches in the design, stating that he had had a number of switch failures since 
the machine had been placed into operation.

Prototype of clock generator

The other improvement that immediately suggested itself was to populate the 
upper half of the 64 KB address space with ROM (Porter’s computer only uses 
the lower 32 KB in RAM), so we can have canned demonstration routines, plus 
subroutines for common functions that are not provided as part of the base 
design.
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8 Jan 10

Read Harry Porter’s paper closely this week and started looking at his detailed 
design drawings, which are only photos of the hand-scritched drawings he used 
to build his machine.  Did some investigation into additional components needed:  
the LED indicator, suppression diodes, etc.

11 Jan 10

Project became a definite GO when Omron Electronic Components LLC, 
responding to my request for a donation of parts, agreed to provide the 450 
relays (about $2100 worth at the price we anticipated paying) needed.  They 
were unable to provide the sockets and mounting plates, saying they were 
backordered and in short supply.

I requested samples of the mounting plate, socket, and LED indicator from our 
representative at Newark Electronics.  She called and said the socket and 
indicator would be no problem, but the mounting plates were only available from 
their Farnell warehouse in the UK.  She would call to see if she could get one, 
but no promises.

Wrote to Harry Porter, informing him of our serendipity in getting the relays 
donated, and advised him of the following improvements I was contemplating:

∑ ROM  -  I intend to put PROM in the upper 32K of the address space.  That 
will allow us to have some canned programs that can be run as 
demonstrations, as well as a number of canned subroutines for functions 
not in the base design

∑ I/O  -  I want to save 8 or maybe 16 locations at the top of the address 
space for use as I/O addresses in a future expansion.  That will just require 
turning off chip select to the ROM for those addresses in this first iteration.

∑ RESTART ADDRESS  -  I will modify the Halt instruction to load the PC 
from a set of restart address switches, instead of setting it to zero.  This will 
allow restarting from an arbitrary location, most likely the ROM address of a 
canned demo.

∑ OPERATOR INTERFACE  -  I'd like to provide an operator interface that 
doesn't require knowledge of the required pulse sequences, along the lines 
of that provided on most early PCs, with the following functions:
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- Load Address - load address from switches into PC
- Examine - read contents of memory location pointed to by PC
- Examine Next - increment PC, then read memory location
- Deposit - store data from switches into location pointed to by PC
- Deposit Next - increment PC, then store data from switches into that 

location

Completed a Master Timing Chart based on Harry Porter’s hand drawings, 
showing the nineteen pulses that need to be generated for machine operation.

12 Jan 10

Russ asked what skills I needed to help execute this project, offering to publish a 
request for volunteers on Craig’s List.  I suggested that help was desirable in the 
following areas:

∑ Cross-assembler - someone having experience with BNF representations 
of computer languages, lex, and yacc, to write a cross-assembler for the 
machine (or possibly adapt one already in existence)

∑ Programming - someone to write test and demonstration programs for the 
machine in assembly language

∑ Programming/simulation - someone to learn the TOFU circuit simulation 
language, modify the existing TOFU definition of Porter's computer to 
match ours, then run test programs through simulation and evaluate results 
for proper behavior

∑ Hardware design - someone who can translate schematic drawings into 
wiring drawings for construction

∑ Hardware design - someone to assist with the mechanical design of the 
computer

∑ Printed circuit boards - someone with experience designing and making 
simple printed circuit boards

∑ Machining - someone with good machine skills to drill panels for switches 
and indicators

∑ Mechanical assembly - someone with good mechanical skills to do physical 
assembly
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∑ Wiring - someone with good soldering skills and attention to detail to do 
subassembly wiring; someone with a lot of experience building Heathkits 
would be ideal

That was not including someone to do the memory section design, for which I am 
counting on Austin Roche.  I also published my list of desired skills to the Single 
Volunteers of Austin (SVA) newsgroup.

13 Jan 10

Received responses from a couple of SVA folks who would be interested in 
helping.  Also got a reply from someone who said she didn’t have any of the skills 
needed, but suggested that I publish my needs to the IBM retirees group and 
gave me a contact there.  I made that request, as well.

14 Jan 10

Completed the Instruction Timing Charts for 8, 10, 12, and 14 cycle instructions.

15 Jan 10

Relays arrived from Omron.  I lined a bunch of them up and took photos, which I 
sent to Deanne Row so she can order custom notebooks for the project.  I 
requested two:  Relay Computer Log and Relay Computer Docs.
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Relay photos for use on notebooks
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Relays, as shipped

18 Jan 10

Installed leads on six of the 4PDT relays just received, for use in prototyping.  I 
need to test a subsection of the sequencer to make sure I understand exactly 
how it works.

Worked on a drawing of the wiring needed for the sequencer prototype.

19 Jan 10

Completed sequencer prototype drawing and wired it up on the breadboard.  
Sequencing through to the end works correctly but the abort circuit leaves two 
relays set that should be cleared.  Will have to analyze the circuit carefully to 
figure out what is going on.

Discovered by accidentally disconnecting the lamp on one stage of the clock 
generator that its cycle speed is dependent on the lamp being across the coil, 
which helps bleed down the capacitor.  With the lamp disconnected, that stage 
hold the relay in longer, slowing the clock down.  Seems we lucked into almost 
the exact 6 Hz clock rate that Harry used by our combination of 1000 µfd 
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capacitors and the surplus 12 V lamps we had to use as indicators on the 
prototype.

Will need to make the production clock not dependent on the indicator, which 
either means adding a resistor to perform the bleed down that the lamp is 
currently providing, or else reduce the capacitance.  Since the capacitors are 
already in hand, and a variety of resistor sizes are available in our parts crib, 
that’s the most likely route I’ll take.  With 4PDT relays (the clock was built with 
DPDT ones that I originally purchased), the indicator can be moved to a switched 
contact so it won’t affect the cycle time of the clock.

20 Jan 10

Received the first response from the IBM volunteer request:  a printed circuit 
board designer.

22 Jan 10

It took only five minutes of analysis to determine why abort wasn’t working on my 
sequencer prototype.  Checking Harry Porter’s hand drawing, I saw where I 
missed signal assignments to two relay pins because there were so many 
scribble-outs on his drawing that it wasn’t clear exactly what signals he wound up 
with.  Corrected my drawing and applied the changes to the prototype.  Abort 
now works correctly, so started working on the production drawings for the 
sequencer.

Completed the first of the three sheets needed for the sequencer design.

23 Jan 10

Completed the second sheet of the sequencer design drawings.

24 Jan 10

Completed the Instruction Timing Chart for 24 cycle instructions.  Still need to do 
the sequencer timing chart.

25 Jan 10

Completed the final sheet of the sequencer drawings, and brought this log up to 
date.
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26 Jan 10

Tested the clock circuit using resistors across the capacitor instead of light bulbs.  
Thought that 390 ohms was going to produce the clock rate I wanted (6-6.5 Hz), 
based on timing just one stage, but after buying a handful of them and installing 
one on each stage, I wound up with a 5.7 Hz rate.  May try either 310 ohm 
resistors, or the 500 µfd capacitors Harry Porter used.

Tested the use of 1N4001 diodes to prevent backfeeding in wired OR circuits 
(Harry uses an extra relay for each place where he ran into the problem).  As 
expected, they work perfectly.  There’s about a 0.8 V drop across the diode 
(driving a single coil), but 11.2 V is still well within the relay’s pull-in spec.

Received the relay mounting plates we ordered, and started considering ways of 
mounting them in the rack we are going to use.

27 Jan 10

Took a trip to Fry’s today for more clock parts.  Bought a pack of 330 ohm 
resistors (the next smaller size from 390s) and four 470 µfd electrolytic 
capacitors.  Tried the smaller caps in the clock circuit, but wound up with a 7.5 Hz 
clock rate, which is too fast.  Switched back to the 1000 µfd capacitors I originally 
had, paralleled by the 330 ohm resistors and got a clock rate of 5.95 Hz, certainly 
close enough to our target rate of 6 Hz.

Completed the clock timing chart and started the drawing for the clock circuit.  
Will make a couple changes to the way Harry set up power feed to the clock.  He 
provided an Oscillator Power switch to shut power off completely to the clock 
circuit, which sounds like it might be a reasonable idea, but required that it be 
turned off and back on to reset a Halt (the halt relay locks up on itself).  I want to 
provide a Reset switch (spring-loaded or pushbutton) to recover from a halt, 
which doesn’t completely remove power from the clock, just releases the halt 
relay.

I had numbered relays on the sequencer drawings using R2xx numbers, 
following the practice on Harry’s drawings, but when I started to label a resistor 
R101 on the clock drawing, it suddenly dawned on me that the standard symbol 
for relays is K;  R is for resistors.  Using R for relays would have been fine if there 
were no resistors anywhere, but that’s not the case here.  Revised the sequencer 
drawings to use K2xx numbers, and labeled my resistors with R1xx.

Started working on Bill of Materials.
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29 Jan 10

Verified that the clock restarts after the clock freeze signal is released.  
Continued work on clock drawing and bill of materials.

30 Jan 10

Recorded video of clock and sequencer prototypes to accompany project status 
report.  Wrote project status report and e-mailed to volunteers and sponsors.  

Solicited sponsorship from Data Sync Engineering, a company that produces a 
table-driven cross assembler product.

1 Feb 10

Continued work on clock drawing.

Received word from Data Sync Engineering that they will donate a copy of their 
Cross-32 product for us to use as our cross-assembler.

2 Feb 10

Completed clock drawing and updated bill of materials.

Produced timing chart for the front panel operations:

∑ Load address∑ Examine∑ Examine next∑ Deposit∑ Deposit next

To keep things simple, albeit at the cost of a few more relays, I decided to design 
an auxiliary clock generator that just produces the pulses needed for the front 
panel operations.  It looks like an eight-stage ring counter, similar to the main 
clock’s four-stage one, will do the trick, only this one has no feedback.  It starts 
when a front panel operation is switch selected, runs through either four or all 
eight states, depending on the operation, then stops.

Drew up a prototype to test its operation, using four stages with an abort possible 
after two.  The actual one has eight stages with abort possible at four for short 
operations.  Will build and test at the next opportunity.
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Solicited sponsorship from Dialight Corporation in exchange for 350 pieces of 
their 559-0103-001 12 VDC LED indicators.

3 Feb 10

Disassembled the sequencer prototype on the breadboard (it was a shame to 
see it go) and wired up the auxiliary clock prototype.  It only needed a slight 
adjustment (delay capacitor across the abort relay coil) to make it work as 
expected.

Worked out what pulses were needed, and what would be easy to produce using 
the aux clock design.  Turned out only six stages are needed in the ring counter, 
with one additional relay to shorten the sequence in half.  

Originally, my timing for Load Address used a two-unit-long SELECT pulse 
starting at T1, with a one-unit-long LD pulse starting at T1 to latch the address in 
the program counter, but with the aux clock logic, producing a one-unit pulse at 
T1 was not possible, so adjusted Load Address and the initial portion of the 
Deposit and Examine sequences to use a three-unit SELECT starting at T1 and a 
two-unit LD.  As a result of extending those sequences only slightly (these are 
manual front panel operations, after all), that reduced the requirement to only 
four pulses needed, all easily produced from the aux clock relays themselves.

Modified the Front Panel Operations Timing charts as noted above, and created 
an Auxiliary Clock Timing diagram.

4 Feb 10

Modified the clock generator drawing to put the indicator on the CLOCK line 
independent of the state of the Halt relay.  Added the bypass capacitor to the 
schematic.  Updated the bill of materials to include the auxiliary clock generator 
components.

5 Feb 10

Updated clock generator drawing to show power feed to front panel operation 
switches only when the clock freeze line is asserted.  Worked on aux clock 
generator drawing and the sequencer timing chart, which I found was only 
partially finished.

Demoed prototypes to Austin Roche and provided him with Harry’s memory 
section drawing.  Discussed how to reserve top 16 addresses for memory-
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mapped I/O.  Discussed interconnect cabling and physical mounting of relays 
with Austin.

8 Feb 10

Completed sequencer timing chart.  Put together package of existing drawings 
for Austin Roche, who wants to keep up to date on the design and how it works.

Started work on a general notes document.

9 Feb 10

Completed the auxiliary clock generator drawing.  Revised the aux clock timing 
chart to correctly number the relays.  Revised the clock drawing to adjust a 
capacitor number.  Revised the sequencer drawings to provide signal sources to 
drive indicators that show abort relay status, and corrected numbering on 
sequencer notes.  Changed note 3 to show RESET coming from the front panel 
operations section.

Received word from Judy Hutcherson at Newark Electronics, that they will be 
providing the switches I requested at no charge, joining our list of corporate 
sponsors.

Forwarded a copy of the first status report to a potential volunteer, and to the two 
new sponsors.

10 Feb 10

Drew pulse distribution drawings.  Revised sequencer drawings to add an S0’ 
output to show reset relay state on front panel, and to show unused Sn signals.

Exchanged e-mail with Harry Porter concerning what changes we were making 
to his design, and what work products he wanted to receive.

Arranged a Java book loan for Allen Irby, a volunteer who is looking into TOFU.  
He advised that although he has never used Java before, he has the simulator 
running.  Sent him the clock circuit drawings so he can start the TOFU 
description of our machine.
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12 Feb 10

Revised clock drawing to put C111 on clock power bus.  Revised aux clock 
drawing to add C112 across power bus to clock rail.

Received e-mail from Harry Porter in which he announced our project to fans of 
relay computing.  One such, Jeff Diamond, is at the University of Texas and 
immediately volunteered to help.  Exchanged several e-mails with Jeff on design 
considerations for the machine.

13 Feb 10

Another of Harry’s relay computing fans is Jon Stanley, currently at Rice 
University, who built his own relay computer.  He will be moving to Austin in the 
May timeframe and would also like to help work on this project.

15 Feb 10

Met volunteer Lon Johnson at the museum and chatted about printed circuit 
boards.  Extracted the instruction set section from Harry Porter’s paper and 
modified it to reflect the changes we are making.  

Sent the adjusted instruction set description to volunteer Lynn Foster to see if 
that will be adequate for her to set up the Cross-32 tables, or if a more detailed 
example with all the variations worked out will be required.

16 Feb 10

Created first three sheets of the control drawings:  instruction decoding, 
instruction fetch & increment, and load/store.  Updated bill of materials.

17 Feb 10

Produced two more sheets of the control drawings:  setab/incxy/alu and 
mov8/mov16.  Updated bill of materials.

Started on goto control.

Revised instruction timing sheet 2 to correct title.
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19 Feb 10

Completed goto control drawing.  Revised setab/incxy/alu control drawing for 
minor graphical cleanup.  Revised mov8/mov16 to change diode number.

Completed initial general drawing notes.  Started a spreadsheet to track 
mounting rail layouts.

Started on front panel operations control circuit.

E-mailed complete set of drawings to Jeff Diamond for review.

22 Feb 10

Revised auxiliary timing chart and auxiliary clock drawings to add one more pulse 
before energizing the reset relay.  I’m using ~AUX-RESET to release the front 
panel operations relays and noticed that it goes high before the end of the last 
pulse that needs to be sent through.  Moving the aux abort relay over one stage 
solved the problem for the short sequence, but I had to add one additional stage 
to the ring counter for the long sequence to delay the start of reset until the end 
of T6.

Adding additional components to the aux clock caused a component number 
ripple through lots of drawings with front panel displays.  I should have thought 
about that earlier and used them in blocks with gaps to allow additions.  I’m doing 
that now, but had to revise five or six drawings to accomplish it.

Updated bill of materials and relay rail layout spreadsheets.

23 Feb 10

Completed the front panel operations drawing.  Revised the setab circuit to 
provide drive for a front panel indicator for IMMED-TO-BUS.  Now need to list all 
the control signals that should connect to front panel indicators.

Updated bill of materials and relay rail layouts for the new stuff.

24 Feb 10

Compared relay mounting rails to rails in our intended rack, and determined that 
hole spacing will make mounting easy.  The only problem is with the test stand, 
which has threaded holes instead of large open ones for captive nuts.
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Collected all the signals that need to be displayed to troubleshoot the control 
section and came up with 37 of them, plus 12 more that also need switches for 
inputs.  Drew the first two pages of the control display section, for all LD and SEL 
signals, both 8-bit and 16-bit.

Updated general drawing notes to show that the front panel includes component 
numbers in both the 7xx and 8xx ranges (there are more than a hundred LED 
indicators).

26 Feb 10

Created first two sheets of control display drawings.

Set up document store on Google Docs and uploaded all project drawings.  
Created spreadsheet to record current revision level of all drawings.

1 Mar 10

Tested resetting of front panel operations execution relay from aux clock 
prototype.  It works as expected.

Met Jon Stanley and discussed various aspects of project and future plans.

Received word from Dialight Corporation that they are unable to sponsor us with 
products.

2 Mar 10

Completed remaining two sheets of control display drawings, including switches 
to generate instruction register signals to allow troubleshooting control logic 
without loading the instruction register.

Updated general drawing notes to add an additional component number range 
for registers (there are more than 100 relays in the register section).  Determined 
preliminary rail layout for registers.

Updated front panel operations drawing to include generation of AUX-START 
when switches are activated.
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3 Mar 10

Completed register drawings for A, B, C, D, and PC.  Updated BoM and rail 
layout.

5 Mar 10

Completed register drawings for XY and INC.  Updated BoM and rail layout.

8 Mar 10

Completed register drawings for M1/M2, J1/J2, and INST registers.  Completed 
drawings for incrementer.  Updated BoM and rail layout.  

Revised general drawing notes to add a component numbering block for the 
incrementer.

Corresponded with new programming volunteer Debbie Brase.

9 Mar 10

Estimated final total relay count at 402, plus or minus a couple, and LED 
indicator count at 380, plus or minus.  Ordered 400 Dialight indicators from 
Newark Electronics.

Planned approach for ALU drawings.

10 Mar 10

Planned rail layout for ALU.  Produced drawings for ALU function decoding and 
adder control.

12 Mar 10

Produced drawings for zero detect, adder, and logic unit.  Updated BoM.

Received most of the LED indicators.  A few are backordered.

Sent evite for volunteers get acquainted party.
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14 Mar 10

Received word from Lynn Foster that the Cross-32 table has been completed for 
our machine, along with a listing of test cases.  I reviewed it against the 
instruction set and had the following comments, which I sent to Lynn:

1.  If I am reading correctly, BNEG <loc> should produce F0xxxx instead of 
E0xxxx.

2.  Since this is an 8-bit machine and most algorithms will be manipulating 8-bit 
quantities, does it possibly make sense to have MOV be the 8-bit operation and 
MOVA (for MOVe Address) to be the 16-bit operation?

3.  I was thinking about providing a mnemonic for producing the ALU op codes 80 
(CLR_A) and 88 (CLR_D), since a function code of 000 causes 00 to be placed 
on the data bus, when it occurred to me that we should instead provide a CLR 
instruction that produces a MOV8 with source and destination registers the 
same.  I didn't see any tests of that capability (MOVB A,A for example), but that's 
Harry's recommendation for clearing a register.  Could we add either a CLR 
instruction that takes an argument of A, B, C, D, M1, M2, X, or Y, which produces 
MOV8s with the source and destination registers the same, or no-argument 
versions CLR_A, CLR_M1, etc., whichever is easier?

4.  Since a MOV16 from XY to XY is possible, could we provide a CLR_XY that 
produces A2?

5.  I think I can see why you have XYS and XYD (the codes are different), but it is 
a little awkward.  Is there any way with Cross-32 to pick one code or another 
based on which argument position the XY is in?

6.  Do you think there is any value in providing BE and BNE equivalents for BZ 
and BNZ?  I'm guessing that some folks think one way and some another when 
making this kind of test.

I forwarded Lynn’s listing to Russ and Debbie.

15 Mar 10

Completed drawings for logic function displays and enables, condition register, 
and ALU result bus.  Updated BoM and rail layout.  Published ALU drawings to 
Google Docs site.
16 Mar 10

Completed drawings for data bus display and entry and address bus display and 
entry.  Update BoM and rail layout.
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Researched potential EPROMs for use in memory subsection.

18 Mar 10

Completed drawings for memory address and data bus interfaces.  Included 
provisions for selecting ROM or RAM based on A15.  Updated BoM and rail 
layouts.

19 Mar 10

Discussed memory details with Austin Roche.  He suggested EEPROM for speed 
of erasing/programming, and we selected the 28C256 chip for that (I verified that 
our PROM burner can program them).  Will be using a 62256 for RAM, same as 
Harry did.  Austin suggested the use of pull-up resistors on the chip select, output 
enable, and write enable lines, to make sure they stay high unless actively 
grounded to activate them.  Added them to chip select and output enable at the 
A15 control relay that selects between RAM and PROM.  Will include a pull-up 
on write enable when that interface circuit is drawn.

We decided the FET relay driver and 5V level monitor LEDs that Harry used are 
perfectly fine for their purpose and will use them in this design.

Even though we eventually plan to use the top 16 bits of address space for 
memory-mapped I/O, we agreed that there is no particular reason to worry about 
deselecting PROM for those addresses in this iteration.  We can add that selector 
logic to the memory subsystem later when we actually add the I/O capability.

We also discussed mounting and wiring.  The memory subsystem will be on a 
perf board mounted between two of the memory subsystem relay rails.  Wiring on 
that board will all be via wire wrap.  Austin also suggested use of a zero insertion 
force socket for the EPROM chip, to make chip exchanges easier.

Revised general drawing notes to add one more numbering range for front panel 
components, and to note exceptions to relay coil grounding.
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22 Mar 10

Completed drawings for memory control and chip sections.  Forwarded to Austin 
for review.  Published to Google Docs.  Updated BoM.

23 Mar 10

Did parts research on PC board mounting tabs.  Discussed interconnection 
scheme with Russ.  Figured out power loading and fuse requirements.

24 Mar 10

Completed power supply and distribution drawings.  Researched fuses, fuse 
holders, key switches and power supplies.  Published new drawings, along with 
relay rail layout spreadsheet, to Google Docs.  Updated BoM.

Milestone:  schematic drawings for all circuits have been completed.  There will 
be revisions as interconnections are worked out, but all necessary circuits have 
been drawn.

25 Mar 10

Held a meet and greet party for volunteers, with show and tell, design 
discussions, and team building.  

An issue concerning the assembly language mnemonics for byte and address 
moves was decided in favor of making the mnemonics match the machine 
names for the instructions:  MOV8 and MOV16.  If a programmer is more 
comfortable using different codes, s/he can alias them in the assembly file.

Another question raised was whether there were any unused op codes, since I 
had mentioned I’d like to be able to load a byte from the front panel data switches 
under program control.  The initial assessment was no, there weren’t any.

26 Mar 10

Jeff Diamond reported that he had found an unused bit (bit 0) in the MOV16 
(1010) family of instructions, which, if decoded, could be used to gain an 
additional eight instructions.

I checked control logic and confirmed that that bit was being ignored for 
MOV16s, and indeed could be used for additional op codes.
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29 Mar 10

After inspecting the control logic more closely, I proposed to move the selector 
bits for MOV16 instructions down one bit, giving us the unused bit that could be 
decoded into an additional instruction class.  MOV16 instructions would be 1010 
0xxx, and MISC instructions would be 1010 1xxx.  Previously, MOV16 with a 
source selector of 11 loaded the PC from front panel address switches and 
halted.  With the MISC class instructions, this behavior was moved to a different 
op code, and ss=11 for MOV16 allows loading the address switches into either 
the PC or XY without halting.

I initially proposed using four of the MISC op codes for loading registers A, B, C, 
or D from the front panel data switches.

30 Mar 10

After a bit of discussion with Jeff Diamond, I decided that two target registers for 
a load from front panel data switches was more than adequate, which would 
leave a block of four MISC instructions that could be reserved for some possible 
future use.  Accordingly, I proposed this layout for 1010 op codes

1010 0000  XY <-- M
1010 0001  XY <-- XY  (clears XY)
1010 0010  XY <-- J
1010 0011  XY <-- address switches

1010 0100  PC <-- M
1010 0101  PC <-- XY (return/branch indirect)
1010 0110  PC <-- J
1010 0111  PC <-- address switches

1010 1000  reserved
1010 1001  reserved
1010 1010  reserved
1010 1011  reserved

1010 1100  A <-- data switches (10 cycles)
1010 1101  D <-- data switches (10 cycles)
1010 1110  reserved
1010 1111  PC <-- address switches and halt (halt) (10 cycles)

I managed to accommodate these changes only having to add two relays.  As 
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control logic is currently diagrammed, the four 1010 10xx op codes, if executed, 
will result in no ops that take 24 clock periods.  Nothing is attached to the 101010 
decoding chain, so no control pulses get sent anywhere, making them a no op, 
and because there is nothing to set an abort relay for the sequencer, it will run 
through all 24 states before resetting for the next instruction.

Without adding another relay, the 1010 1110 instruction will clear the program 
counter.  We are going to consider that a reserved op code for future use, as 
well, but I’m leaving the hardware configuration as is.

Revised control logic drawings to match the instruction set changes.  Updated 
relay rail layout and bill of materials.

31 Mar 10

Updated the master and instruction timing charts to show the added MISC class 
of instructions.

Reported the instruction set changes to Harry Porter and asked if he would be 
willing to share the source document for the instruction set portion of his relay 
paper.  I had extracted those pages from the PDF file of his paper and edited it to 
show our initial minor changes, but the new instruction changes are too extensive 
to make in a raw PDF file.  He subsequently sent a Word copy of his paper.

Wrote the monthly project status report and sent to sponsors, volunteers, and 
Harry.  Forgot to include Linda Fugate’s limerick in it, so issued an addendum:

There once was a wizard named Phil,
Who worked at a place called Goodwill.
He assembled a team
With great self-esteem,
For a project to challenge our skill.

2 Apr 10

Extracted the instruction set portion from Harry’s paper and edited it to reflect our 
instruction set changes.
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8 Apr 10

Started collecting signal interconnections, recording source and destinations in a 
spreadsheet.  

Sent Russ info to set up volunteers timesheets.

9 Apr 10

Continued work on recording signal interconnections.

Did parts research on DB25 connectors and selected solder, which was added to 
the shopping list.

Queried Lon Johnson on nominal thickness of double-sided PC boards (0.062”).  
Need this info to select right angle mounting tabs for relay rail connector boards.

12 Apr 10

Completed enumerating signal interconnections.

13 Apr 10

Conducted parts research into connectors, power supplies, and PCB mounting 
hardware.  Ordered remainder of relay rails and sockets, and the 12V 25A power 
supply.  All are long lead-time items, but I chanced to discover them in stock at 
distributors.

Sent datasheets and preliminary requirement for relay connector printed circuit 
boards to Lon Johnson.

14 Apr 10

More parts research.  Located appropriate tinned solid bare wire for power and 
ground buses.  Identified a better candidate for DB-25 connectors.  Checked into 
cabinet flushing fans (expensive!).

Constructed mockup of relay connector board and tested mounting scheme and 
requirements for power/group bus pass through.
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Relay Connector Board Mockup
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15 Apr 10

Ordered remainder of mounting rails, sockets, and the 12 V power supply.

16 Apr 10

Continued parts research.  Found an appropriate spacer to extend power bus 
standoffs.

19 Apr 10

Received samples of relay connector board mounting tabs from Keystone.  
Tested with the board mockup and everything works as anticipated.  Ordered 
solder, bus wire, and fuse holders.

Discussed soldering classes and workspace with Russ.

20-21 Apr 10

Continued parts research.  Started determining controlling dimensions on relay 
connector board.

22 April 10

Received bus standoff spacers and tested them.  Hole is a little bigger than ideal, 
but they will work satisfactorily.  Not too much room on the nut side for a lock 
washer.  Will look for nuts with built-in locking ridges.

A 6-32 x ¼” screw with built-in locking ridges works perfectly to attach the 
mounting tabs to the rails.  This is a part widely used in personal computer 
manufacture so there are tons of them available from hardware removed during 
recycling.  Russ will have one of the workers sort a bunch of them out of the 
hardware boxes for us.

Determined that the relay connector board mounting tabs overlap the edges of 
the relay rails by about .020” per side, but still appear to be workable.

23 April 10

Tested 48 volt fan packs that came in our central office comm rack.  Found two 
bad fans.  Determined that two three-fan assemblies should meet our cooling 
needs, with one mounted under each relay stack.  Will plan to install air filters to 
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keep cooling air intake from ingesting dust.  Entire back panel of rack is louvered, 
so will have to block part of it off to induce chimney airflow.

Discussed power supply and rail mounting with Russ.  Researched and spec’d 
out an appropriate meter to measure DC current draw from power supply.

27 Apr 10

Researched and selected jack and plug for external demo switch.  Revised 
drawings for clock and DC power distribution.

Added controlling dimensions to relay connector board sketch and sent to Lon 
Johnson to start printed circuit board layout.

28 Apr 10

More work on interconnections.  Exchanged e-mail with Lon concerning printed 
circuit board design.

3 May 10

Completed interconnection plan.  Will need 50 relay connector boards, plus 5 
extra for spares or errors.

Revised pulse distribution to add front panel switches on abort signals, to 
facilitate testing sequencer.

Added physical arrangement to rail layout drawing:  15 registers plus the 
incrementer on one side, everything else on the other side.

4 May 10

Reviewed newest revision of the cross assembler table and test run.  Found two 
errors and a couple omissions.  Forwarded results to Lynn Foster for correction.

Inspected drawings for relay connector board and noticed there were no traces 
connecting the solder pads to the DB-25 connectors.  Big oops!  Notified Lon 
Johnson, who will add them to the design tonight.

Went into the museum to measure spacing of switches on the Altair, for 
consideration in the RC-3 front panel design.  Work on specifying parts was 
hampered because for some reason the Goodwill IT department has configured 
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SurfWatch to block www.newark.com.  Guess they saw a lot of hits to it and 
decided to shut it down.  Russ called them to get access restored.

Resumed work at home and assembled a proposed new order from Newark.  
New Goodwill procedures now require us to get a purchase order number from 
accounting before placing our direct orders.

Demoed the RC-3 clock for Goodwill development staff while I was there, and 
gave them a quick project description.  

Helped Russ with design of an RC-3 relay computer patch he wants to have 
made for the volunteers.

5 May 10

Revised clock drawing to allow single stepping when not in debug mode.

Verified corrected wiring for relay connector board.

Placed parts order with Newark.

Began working on layout of front panel.

7 May 10

Revised address and data entry switch drawings to add a select switch and 
indicator.  Noticed they were missing during front panel layout.

Layed out the register stack on the front panel.  Now just need to get all the 
subsection switches and indicators in and the front panel operations switches.

10 May 10

Continued work on front panel layout.  So far have been able to keep it down to 
just two printed circuit boards, plus the connector board.

Revised aux clock and pulse distribution drawings to make abort switches spring 
loaded.

Revised clock drawing to allow single stepping only when the clock is frozen.
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11 May 10

Continued work on front panel layout.  While discussing placement of front panel 
operations switches with Russ, I realized that I had neglected to provide a reset 
switch to initialize the sequencer.  There was a note on the sequencer drawing 
saying that RESET also came from the front panel, but the switch hadn’t been 
shown anywhere.  Revised the sequencer drawing to add this critical switch.

12 May 10

Met with Russ and Austin to discuss physical design issues.  We determined how 
to remove the unwanted cross bracing in the rack, and how to set the relay 
mounting rails back the required distance.  We also discussed cooling issues and 
decided that one six-pack of fans would be sufficient.  I will order a 48V power 
supply to drive the fan pack (it came out of a central office environment).

We also discussed ways of getting the front panel drilled with the hundreds of 
holes needed, and making sure they were properly located.  The only reasonable 
method is to do it with a CNC machine, but finding and affording one big enough 
to handle the front panel in one chunk seems likely to be problematic.  As a 
result, we decided to adjust the front panel layout to fit in segments no bigger 
than 9U (15.75” high), which will fit in Russ’s little numerically controlled milling 
machine, just in case we have to do the job in-house.

Other discussion centered around how to construct the front panel with its 
required labeling.  A combination of an aluminum sub-panel covered by a thin 
layer of multicolor plastic seems most likely at this point.  The multicolor plastic 
can be routed to produce labels.  Another possible alternative is to use a vinyl 
overlay from Kinko’s, which would give us the advantage of multiple colors to 
delineate function sections of the panel.

14 May 10

Issued status report #4, which I had failed to send at the end of April.  Started 
rearranging the front panel to split it into segments based on rack units.

17 May 10

Completed rearranging the front panel to split it into segments based on rack 
units.
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18 May 10

Compared LED count on front panel to schematics and bill of materials.  
Discovered one indicator number unused in a sequence that appeared to be 
continuous, and a missing LED for the debug power switch.  Adjusted bill of 
materials and all agree now at 420 LED indicators.

Compared position of working controls to height in physical rack and determined 
that it is satisfactory.

Disassembled the front panel of a vote counting machine to get some boards 
suitable for soldering practice for the soldering class.

Got an e-mail from Harry Porter saying he liked the front panel layout.

19 May 10

Worked on design of the evenly spaced front panel PC board.  Almost sent it off 
to Lon before I noticed that I needed some special wiring at positions 12 & 13 for 
the Z=1/0 switch and lights.  Had already included the special trace cut locations 
needed for the clock power switch.

20 May 10

Finished up the design notes for the evenly spaced front panel PC board and 
sent off to Lon for the board design.

Printed full-sized copies of the front panel layout, which Russ and I taped to the 
front door on the rack, to get an idea of what the front panel will look like.

Tested power switch to see if it contained an internal neon lamp.  It does.  
Revised power supply drawing to reflect switch arrangement and to add the 48V 
power supply for the fan pack.

24 May 10

Reviewed Lon’s work on front panel PCB-A.  Started work on PCB-B, the one 
with irregular spacing for register displays.
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Front panel mockup
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25 May 10

Completed design notes for front panel PCB-B and forwarded to Lon for board 
design.  

26 May 10

Started figuring out requirements for the front panel connector board.  Decided 
that we could do the job with five boards, each holding six DB-25 connectors.  
Only a couple locations need all six, but we can populate as many as are 
needed.  This also handily allowed for a way to get signals that arrive from the 
clock/aux clock rail down to the front panel operations area.  I’ll just put an extra 
connector on the board, and daisy chain the signals to it, then put in an 
interconnect between that connector board and the one that feeds the front panel 
operations switches.

28 May 10

Sketched up design notes for the front panel connector board and forwarded to 
Lon.  Continued with working out locations for relay connector boards on the 
rails.  The ones for front panel connections have already been planned.  Now I 
need to plan the ones for signal interconnections among the functional sections 
of the machine.  Once that is done, I can start assigning connector and pin 
numbers to signals on the schematics, and we’ll be ready to start making wiring 
diagrams.

31 May 10

Wrote up fifth status report and forwarded to volunteers and sponsors.

1 Jun 10

Continued working out locations for relay connector boards for signal 
interconnections.

Spent a lot of time working on the shopping list.  Found a supplier who can 
provide exactly what we need for the 5V and 48V power supplies for a little over 
$50.  We actually don’t look too bad parts wise, except for the PC boards and the 
DB-25 connectors.

Learned that Keystone Electronics has agreed to provide the $400 worth of 
standoffs we need.
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2 Jun 10

Revised design notes for front panel connector board to include mounting hole 
dimensions and new size.

Measured hole sizes, rail thicknesses, and other dimensions on the rack to plan 
hardware purchases.

Updated shopping list and discussed purchasing plans with Russ.

4 Jun 10

Ordered 48V and 5V power supplies.  

Completed interconnection plan.  Will need 99 DB-25S connectors.  Most relay 
rails have one or two connector boards, except for the control section, where 
three per rail are required.

Reviewed Lon’s final design drawings for the front panel connector board.  
Advised Russ that I will let him and Lon figure out the best place to order the 
PCBs from.  Some low-cost quotes Lon has received do not include a solder 
mask.  Told Russ we could go without the solder mask if we must, but it is highly 
desirable for the relay connector boards, where amateurs will be doing the 
soldering (it helps limit the amount of solder used).  I will be wiring the front panel 
boards, so it’s less of a requirement there, but it makes the boards look a lot nicer 
than if they are bare tinned copper.

7 Jun 10

Started turning the interconnection plan, as recorded in the relay layout 
spreadsheet, to a multi-color drawing.

8 Jun 10

Completed the interconnection drawing and got color prints made of it.  

Installed sockets in the two relay rails to be used for soldering practice, and 
perfected the technique to make sure they lock into place:  use a dental pick to 
pull out the retention springs.

Picked up the two PC boards salvaged from the voting machine front panel.  Will 
cut them into 2” wide sections and attach to the practice rails for PC board 
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soldering practice.

Continued work on hardware selection for rail mounting.

9 Jun 10

Sawed and drilled the soldering practice PC boards.  Assembled two rails with 
eight sockets each for soldering practice.  Installed power & ground bus wires 
and the dummy PC boards.

Soldering practice relay rail
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Detail of relay sockets, power/ground buses, and connector board

10 Jun 10

Tested soldering of wires to the ground bus.  Tested hookup wire for sensitivity to 
heat pullback of the insulation.  All appears to work reasonably well.  

11 Jun 10

Ordered spacers to set the rack rails back for the relay rails.  Ordered hardware 
for rack and relay rail attachments.  Sent pictures of the soldering practice pieces 
out to the soldering volunteers.

Recapped recent purchases so Russ can keep the budget on track.
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15 Jun 10

Delivered arrived parts to the museum.  Shopped at Altex and bought power 
distribution wire (a nice two conductor almost zip wire, with red and black wires), 
and some hand tools for the assemblers.

Met a fellow in the museum who was interested in the details of the project, and 
turned out to be a retired machinist.  Said he did volunteer work and would be 
happy to assist with our project.

16 Jun 10

Started laying out the power distribution wiring.

18 Jun 10

Completed power distribution wiring diagram.

21 Jun 10

Created spreadsheet to track connector pin assignments.  Assigned pin numbers 
for front panel connections to clock, aux clock, and sequencer.  Updated 
drawings to show pin assignments.

22 Jun 10

Drilled out spot welds to remove the upper braces from the rack.  Discovered that 
even after the spot welds were released, you couldn’t get the braces out because 
they were trapped behind the corner flanges.  Austin was coming in so asked him 
to bring a jig saw with a metal cutting blade.  He brought in a Sawzall, which 
made short work of cutting the two braces down the center.

Determined that offsetting the side rack rails to move the relays back two inches 
was going to cause interference with mounting the fan pack on the back rack 
rails.  Decided to cut off the bottom section (below the lower brace) of the rear 
side rails.  Brought the rails home and hacksawed them off at the right spot.

23 Jun 10

Marked and drilled holes for new location of relay rack rails.  Installed rails in their 
offset position.  Mounted two (the soldering practice ones) relay rails in the rack 
to make sure everything was spaced correctly.  It was.
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Rack, after removal of upper side braces
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Detail of how rails are recessed to provide clearance for relays

Relay rails mounted to recessed rack rails
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View of recessed rack rails, as mounted.  Note rear ones extend only to bottoms of the 
side braces to provide mounting space for the fan pack and power supplies.

25 Jun 10

Delivered printed circuit fabrication files to Russ at the museum.  Both Lon and I 
had e-mailed them to him, but apparently IT has some kind of filter that deleted 
them (without any notification, of course) because they contained .zip files.

Revised pulse distribution and sequencer drawings to add connector pin 
numbers to the signals that go off to control.

Created a relay wiring diagram template, and used it to create one for the 
clock/aux clock rail.  I made the relay coil ground connections part of the 
template, but will hand draw the rest of the interconnections.

For the clock/aux clock version, I drew in the timing capacitors and resistors with 
the drawing program, but will do the interconnects by hand.
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28 Jun 10

Created wiring diagram starter for sequencer.

Met with John Mandell to discuss mechanical parts needed to mount front panel 
connectors, power supplies, power distribution strips, and ventilation.  Also 
discussed assembly jigs to hold relay rails together for multiple rail units.

It’s a major celebration day for me.  I am no longer on the critical path.  As I told 
Russ a couple weeks ago, we would become parts limited before he knew it.  
The gating factor now is when we get printed circuit boards.  I will be ready to 
solder up the clock and sequencer sections as soon as we get the relay 
connector boards in house.

29 Jun 10

Created design requirement drawing for power distribution panel and sent to 
John, along with necessary parts datasheets.

Worked on shopping list, adding other needed parts.

Revised the power interconnections drawing to remove the two-terminal barrier 
strip.  Revised the memory logic drawing to replace the 8FET module with a 
ULN2803 ($0.69 instead of $45.00), based on Austin’s recommendation.

30 Jun 10

Converted the schematics for the clock and aux clock into physical wiring 
diagrams.  The result is busy, confusing, and hard to read.  After consultation with 
the assembly team, we decided that we’ll be better off wiring directly from the 
schematics, perhaps with some large drawings showing the equivalences 
between the schematic relay symbols and the physical relays.

2 Jul 10

John Mandell pointed out that the standard mounting holes in rack rails, 
combined with the dimensions of the relay rails, results in uneven spacing of the 
mounted relay rails.  Two mount on 2.375 centers, and the third in each set of 
three is spaced 2.250.  I mounted four in the rack and confirmed this, but since 
we are using a #6 screw in a ¼” hole in the rack rails, we can slide them around 
a bit and even out the spacing.
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Fortunately, the error was in the negative direction, so we aren’t in danger of 
running out of vertical rack space.

6 Jul 10

Consulted with Stephen Torrence and Russ on how we would assure that the 
front panel dress plate and support plate had their holes in exactly the same 
position.  They agreed that the only way to do that was to drill them both at the 
same time.

Russ and I had a phone consultation with Lon Johnson, who is just back from 
vacation, on the printed circuit board orders.  He and Russ are going to meet 
tomorrow to enter the necessary data and place the order.

Russ asked me how short a lead time should they request (the longer the lead 
time, the cheaper the price), and I said two weeks would be fine.  I can’t schedule 
soldering practice any sooner than next week, and it looks like I will be gone on 
vacation the following week.

7 Jul 10

Prepared a sample schematic to use for soldering practice.  Printed various 
supporting materials for the assemblers:  general drawing notes, 
schematic=>physical=>wiring diagram drawings for relays, layout of the relay 
connect board, etc.

8 Jul 10

Checked on progress with the printed circuit board order.  Lon got all the quotes 
done, and Russ is going to place the orders.

9 Jul 10

More discussions on the printed circuit board order.  Turns out Russ lost the files 
somehow.  Lon resent them in e-mail, but the IT mail filters tossed the message, 
just as before.  I loaded them on a flash drive and will take them in on Monday so 
we can upload them and get the order for the relay connector boards placed.
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12 Jul 10

Met with John Mandell to answer questions concerning power supply placement 
in the rack.  He delivered three sets of wonderfully thought out soldering fixtures.  
My requirement was to just be able to hold up to four relay rails in alignment 
during soldering.  He designed them to fit over the relay sockets, so they could 
also be used to hold the set of rails in alignment while they are being installed in 
the relay rack.

Worked on the shopping list a lot.  Helped Russ make an order from Mouser 
Electronics for a number of items that were significantly cheaper there than at 
Newark Electronics.

Soldering fixtures with two relay rails mounted.
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Close-up of soldering fixture, showing cut-outs to clear relay sockets.
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Detail showing how fixture attaches over the sockets.
14 Jul 10

Worked a little bit on the shopping list, then Russ, Stephen, and I went to visit 
John Mandell to see his shop.  Stephen picked up the vacuum table for the CNC 
machine that John had routed for him.

15 Jul 10

Held a soldering practice session at my house.  Linda, Andrea, Bobby, and Bill 
showed up, along with a new volunteer Dave, who has kit building experience.

Volunteers practicing soldering.

16 Jul 10

Prepared a full-sized, dimensionally accurate EPS file of the clock/sequencer 
section of the front panel for Stephen to see if he can machine from it.
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Volunteers practicing soldering.

Laid out the relay positions for the control section (three rails), along with relay 
connector board positions, and started thinking about how to assign pin numbers 
intelligently.

Cleaned up the soldering practice rails for use with other volunteers.

19 Jul 10

Placed a big parts order with Newark.  Not too many items left to purchase.

Made some cable pin assignments for the control section.

Made full-size CNC drawings of front panel sections B & C (control section and 
register stack).
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20 Jul 10

Went in and set  up to conduct soldering training/practice for Russ and Stephen, 
but a family emergency took Russ away for a couple of hours and we were 
unable to do it.

Jon Stanley came in, brought the RC-2 with him, and demonstrated it for us.  
Russ asked if he would lend it to the museum for a while to put on display in the 
GICT lobby.  Plan is to use it to generate interest in folks seeing the RC-3 when it 
is completed.

21 Jul 10

Assigned cable pin numbers to the data/address bus and connectors for 
Registers A-D.  Created the relay layout drawing for these four, which have to be 
wired as a set, since there are shared connectors between A & B,  B&C, and C & 
D.  Revised schematics to add the pin numbers.

This set will be one of the first ones entrusted to a soldering volunteer.  Registers 
are fairly simple, so should be a good place for the beginners to get used to 
wiring from schematics, before they tackle difficult sections like control and the 
ALU.

23 Jul 10

Received relay connector boards from Sunstone, the printed circuit board vendor.  
Performed an incoming inspection on them and all look good.  The DB-25 
connectors fit perfectly, and the mounting holes are in the right place, so they are 
good to go.

Started soldering DB-25 connectors into the relay connector boards.  I need to 
produce 23 boards with two connectors and 27 boards with one connector.  That 
should keep me busy for a few days.

24 Jul 10

Jon Stanley is taking a look at writing diagnostic instructions for the various 
sections of the machine.  As part of that activity he made an instruction set (op 
code) map, and discovered several holes that weren’t accounted for in the 
instruction set document, nor my additional notes.

In particular, there are holes at 0x94-97, 0x9C-9F, and 0xB1-BF.  I investigated 
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the control wiring and determined that 94-97 produce the same LOAD operations 
as 90-93, and 9C-9F produce the same STORE operations as 98-9B, because 
bit 2 is being ignored for LOAD/STORE.

Likewise, bits 0-3 are being ignored for the INC-XY instruction (B0), and B1-BF 
all also produce an INC-XY.

This leads to considering making changes to the instruction set.  There are four 
empty relay slots in the control section, which should be enough to decode bit 2 
and allow expanding LOAD/STORE to provide loading of X, Y, J1, & J2, plus 
storing from X & Y (J1/J2 can’t be read from the 8-bit data bus).  Such a course 
of action seems to make sense.

Less clear is what to do with the 15 unused op codes in the B1-BF range.  Doing 
anything significant will require more than four relays, which would mean adding 
one more control rail.  That could only be accommodated by reducing the size of 
the 5V logic board, currently planned for 7.125” high by 14” wide (3 rails’ worth of 
vertical space).  Doing so would leave enough room for memory components, but 
little if any for I/O logic that we hope to add in the future.

Adding other instructions would also require front panel changes and possible 
sequencer changes, if the needed pulses are not currently being generated.

I solicited opinions from Russ, Austin, and Jeff, as well as Jon.

Received comments from Jon and Jeff.  Jon suggested using one of the empty 
relay slots to connect to IR2 for the purpose of locking out 94-97 and 9C-9F 
when IR2 = 1, thus forcing those two ranges to be NOPs.  He also suggested 
using the other three empty slots to put additional relays on IR3, IR1, and IR0, 
which, along with the one added to IR2 would allow a zero detect on the lower 
four bits, which could be used to disable INC-XY whenever any one of them is a 
ONE, thus forcing the B1-BF op codes to be NOPs.

It seems to me a shame to waste four relays just to prevent things from 
happening, but it is a way to make sure there are no unwanted side effects 
should one of those op codes accidentally get executed, and it would make sure 
nobody tries to use an “undocumented feature,” thus assuring the op codes 
availability for future instruction set expansion.

Upon further inspection I noticed that since an additional relay will be available 
responding to IR0, I can fix the PC <-- 0 unwanted behavior of op code AE.  In 
fact, it makes it easy to implement an instruction I was wishing we had when I 
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started contemplating test code:  a halt that doesn’t reload the program counter, 
so test code can do a halt on error and you can read the PC to see what error 
caused the stop.

I then proposed adding the four relays to IR3-0, using them to lock out the op 
code ranges that shouldn’t respond, and moving HALT to op code AE (machine 
stop leaving PC unchanged), and making the existing HALT (op code AF, which 
reloads the PC from the front panel address switches) a newly named instruction 
HLTRL (halt and reload PC).  Am waiting for responses from the team before 
implementing those changes.

Also got a fragment of time to solder a few more connectors into RCBs.

26 Jul 10

Implemented changes to lock out the duplicate instruction ranges as discussed in 
yesterday’s entry.

Met with John Mandell to test plates and brackets he made for power supply and 
power distribution terminal strip mounting.  The distribution panel was perfect.  
One hole for one power supply didn’t quite line up, so I’ll drill it slightly larger to 
loosen the fit.

In testing the front panel connector board brackets, we discovered that the 
spacing between the offset rack rails is not consistent from top to bottom.  It 
appears that both the top and side brace are bowed in slightly due to some 
damage the rack suffered before we got it.  Plan is to hammer them out to see if 
it can be corrected that way.  If not, the metal standoffs that space them back can 
be ground down slightly to get the rail spacing right.

27 Jul 10

Revised the instruction set document to reflect the changes made to the ISA.  
Relayed the request to Lynn to get the cross-assembler table modified, which he 
said he would do.

Got e-mail from Jon Stanley, suggesting adding a switch to disable memory, for 
use during debugging.  I hadn’t really thought about debugging the machine as a 
whole, with memory turned off, but it sounds like a good idea.  His suggestion 
was to put a memory disable switch in the ground connection that feeds the chip 
select lines.  This would keep both the SRAM and EEPROM chip selects high, so 
neither would output anything on the TTL data bus.  You could then use the IR 
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debugging switches to force whatever op code you wanted into instruction 
decoding.  

I have enough pins to install such a switch, but have some concern about that 
ground signal coming from so far away from chip ground.  It also would require 
some unplanned foil cuts on one of the front panel PC boards.  Looking at the 
schematics, though, I have identified another, more robust, way to accomplish 
the same goal:  remove power from the relay coils for the memory-to-bus 5V-to-
12V translation relays.  That would guarantee nothing would get out of memory 
onto the bus, even if one of the chips was misbehaving and enabling its outputs 
when it shouldn’t.

I need to investigate further to see what this would entail in terms of front panel 
and interconnection changes.

Went to Lowes and bought metric screws for mounting power supplies.

28 Jul 10

Enlarged the holes for the 48V power supply slightly and mounted it.  Mounted all 
the rest of the power supplies.

Worked on getting the offset rail spacing right.  Pounding on the brace and top 
only netted a few thousandths, so had Russ cut a tenth of an inch off the spacers 
and that did the trick.

Started assembling relay rails for the clock and sequencer, only to discover that 
we have 370 relay sockets that won’t work.  Apparently I wasn’t paying close 
enough attention to the devious dash numbers on the end of the part number, 
and we have PC-board mount sockets that don’t have the retention clip to hold 
them in the relay rails.

29 Jul 10

Spoke with Judy Hutcherson, our good contact at Newark Electronics, and 
explained the problem with relay sockets.  It is past their return window, but she 
said she would escalate the issue and get us authorization to return them.  
Placed the correct sockets on order.

Stuffed all the remaining two connector relay connector boards and soldered up 
a bunch of them.  
Started assembling the clock/aux clock relay rail but found that I hadn’t picked up 
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enough bus standoffs at the museum.  Other than for the standoffs needed to 
support the power bypass capacitors, it is ready to start soldering wires to.

5 Aug 10

After most of a week’s absence due to NI Week activities, I finally got to solder in 
some more connectors on relay connector boards.

6 Aug 10

Soldered a few more relay connector boards, then started working on the 
clock/aux clock relay rail.  Installed the rest of the standoffs, plus the power and 
ground buses.  Installed the capacitors and resistors needed for the clock stage 
delays.  Started installing interconnecting wiring.

9 Aug 10

Continued wiring the clock/aux clock rail.  Gathered parts at the museum and 
populated the two sequencer rails with sockets.

Checked with Newark to find out where the 288 relay sockets we were supposed 
to get this week were.  The fellow there wasn’t sure where that number came 
from, but reported the remaining 349 would be shipped to them from Omron on 
August 24th, and on to us shortly thereafter.  Another delay in construction.

10 Aug 10

Completed the clock section of the clock/aux clock rail.  Loaded it with relays 
and, after a small bit of fiddling, it works.

Received word from Newark that they had shipped the remaining 349 relay 
sockets, well ahead of the schedule previously reported.  They were shipped 
ground though, so won’t arrive until next week.

11 Aug 10

Started work on the aux clock section of the clock/aux clock rail.
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Clock section wiring.

Clock section wiring detail.
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Clock section wiring detail.

12 Aug 10

Got a few minutes work done on the aux clock, while waiting for people to arrive 
for a party.

13 Aug 10

Completed the aux clock and it worked for the long sequence, but was continuing 
to run the full sequence even when the abort relay was set.  Then I remembered 
that I had the same problem with the breadboarded prototype until I added a 
delay capacitor across the abort relay’s coil.  Not sure how that change didn’t 
make it through to the drawing.

Added the capacitor to the abort relay and now it works correctly for the short 
sequence as well as the long.

Bought some very small wire ties at Fry’s and neatened up the wiring on both 
clock and aux clock.  I’m very pleased with how things turned out.
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Clock section wiring detail, showing connections to connector board.

Sent e-mail to Russ suggesting that it might be better (although possibly slower) 
for me to do all the RC-3 wiring, so it turns out as neat as the clock rail has.  
Things will be a lot sloppier if the volunteers wire things up.
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Aux clock wiring.

Aux clock wiring after neatening.

Clock/aux clock rail populated with relays.
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15 Aug 10

Started working on assembly notes for sequencer and pulse distribution.  The 
drawings make logical sense, but some signals hit a lot of places, so a plan for 
the daisy-chained connections is required.

16 Aug 10

Completed assembly notes for sequencer and pulse distribution.  Installed power 
and ground buses on sequencer rails.

Soldered another five or six single-connector relay connector boards.  Only 16 
left to do.

18 Aug 10

Installed suppression diodes and coil grounds, plus some power connections on 
sequencer rails.

Completed the single-connector relay connector boards.

Sequencer rail under construction.
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Completed relay connector boards.

19 Aug 10

Started wiring the sequencer rails.

Bought a large tackle box to organize parts in during assembly.  It will become 
the spares kit upon completion.

20 Aug 10

Installed grommets in the power distribution panel subassembly.  Collected more 
parts into the tackle box.  Picked up the front panel connector boards, which 
have arrived from the PCB vendor.

21 Aug 10

Continued wiring the sequencer rails.

Inspected the front panel connector boards.  All OK.
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22 Aug 10

Continued wiring the sequencer rails.

Loaded the front panel connector boards with DB-25 connectors.

23 Aug 10

Completed main wiring of the first sequencer rail (wiring to connector boards and 
the second rail remain to be done), and started with the second sequencer rail.

Soldered up one of the front panel connector boards.

25 Aug 10

Conducted soldering practice for Jeff Diamond.

26 Aug 10

Spent a small amount of my day off soldering wires on the sequencer.

27 Aug 10

Continued work on sequencer.

30 Aug 10

Continued work on sequencer.

31 Aug 10

Continued work on sequencer.

Picked up front panel board B printed circuit boards.

1 Sep 10

Inspected front panel board B printed circuit boards.  All 18 are in good shape.

Held another soldering practice session for Jeff Diamond.

Continue wiring work on sequencer.  Only 23 more wires left to go.
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2 Sep 10

Had a marathon session today to complete the sequencer.  Initial checkout 
revealed four wires that I had overlooked installing, between the abort relays and 
the subsequent counter stages.  Once those were in place, the sequencer 
stepped through all 24 states without a problem.  The abort relays also worked, 
shortening the sequence as they should.

Next I tested pulse generation, to make sure all 19 pulses were being produced 
at the proper times.  All of those were good except P-R, which was occurring in 
clock period 18 instead of 19.  Checked carefully and found that I had wired it as 
drawn on the schematic, but I had chosen the wrong source for P-R.  Fortunately 
it was an easy fix.  I just removed the P-R wire (pin 17) from S18’ and moved it to 
S19’, on the adjacent relay.  I revised the drawing to match.

Once I was satisfied that the sequencer was working correctly, I bundled all the 
wires together using tie wraps, and added the large power bypass capacitors.  
Then I mounted the clock rail on the work fixture, connected it to the sequencer 
and tried running the sequencer with it being driven by the clock.  This worked as 
expected.

Note that the sequencer must start in state 0, with relay K201 latched closed.  
This has to be manually set, with a jumper in the test config, but by the reset 
switch from the front panel once the machine is assembled.  After the initial reset, 
the sequencer feeds back to state 0 from either state 23, or any of the abort 
points, so it runs continuously thereafter so long as it has clock.

Sequencer before wire bundling.
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Sequencer after wire bundling.

 

Wiring detail , right side.
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Wiring detail , left side.

 

Clock rail added to assembly fixture.
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Power bypass capacitors in place.  Purple wire is the clock signal connection between 
the clock rail and the sequencer.

What it will look like installed in the rack.
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3 Sep 10

Demonstrated clock/sequencer operation to Russ, Austin, and Walker.

Revised pulse distribution drawing to correct pulse timeslot error detected during 
test.

Issued a status update to the mailing list.

Downloaded pictures and added to log.

7 Sep 10 

Modified full scale drawings for front panel to make the LEDs red.  Will print and 
apply to the rack for museum day.

10 Sep 10

Worked on assigning cable pin outs for the control section.

13 Sep 10

Updated control section drawings to apply cable pin numbers.

Added temporary cable to clock/sequencer to allow operation of same on 
museum day.  Wired in an LED to the clock signal for the demo.

14 Sep 10

Attached temporary switches to clock/sequencer wiring harness, for use on 
museum day.  Built the two power leads needed.

Started compiling a spreadsheet showing all the places where signals appear in 
the control section, so I can figure out the best wire routing.  For this circuit, 
where the same signal appears numerous places, this is not a trivial exercise.

15 Sep 10

Completed spreadsheet of signal appearances in the control section.

Installed the clock & sequencer rails into the RC-3 rack, for display on museum 
day.  Found that the spacing between rails on the assembly fixture was closer 
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than the rails actually wind up in the rack.  This made it impossible to bolt them 
all in place while still attached to the fixtures.  Had to attach one rail to the rack, 
detach it from the fixture, slide the rest down a bit and repeat for each rail.  Also 
discovered than any wires running between rails have to have extra slack in them 
to allow them to mount more widely spread apart than they are in the assembly 
fixture.

Installed the temporary switches and LED that will be used for museum day 
demos.

17 Sep 10

Replaced the black & white mockup of the front panel with one that used red and 
green for the LEDs, to give folks on museum day a better feel for what it will 
actually look like when completed.

Added labels to the temporary switches and LED to be used for the museum day 
demos.

20 Sep 10

Started figuring out wire routing for the control section.

21 Sep 10

Continued work on wire routing for the control relays.

22 Sep 10

Labeled relay connector boards and installed them on the control section relay 
rails.

24 Sep 10

Held soldering practice session for Jon Stanley.

Installed power and ground buses on control rails.

27 Sep 10

Continued work on wire routing for the control section.
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1 Oct 10

Planned contents of work package for Jon Stanley (registers A-D)

4 Oct 10

Installed relay connector boards on rails for registers A-D.

5 Oct 10

Installed power buses on rails for registers A-D.

Assembled work package for Jon Stanley.

6 Oct 10

Delivered work package for registers A-D to Jon Stanley.

7 Oct 10

Continued wire routing for the control section.

8 Oct 10

Continued work on wire routing for control section.

Corresponded with Jerry McFarland, who might be able to do the CNC work on 
the front panels for us.

11 Oct 10

Assigned pin numbers and updated drawings for XY and M registers, plus added 
front panel pin numbers for registers A-D.

13 Oct 10

Started building up relay rails for XY and M registers.

15 Oct 10

Finished building rails for XY and M registers.  Prepared work package for Jon 
Stanley.
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18 Oct 10

Completed wire routing notes for control section.

19 Oct 10

Delivered X/Y and M1/M2 work package to Jon Stanley.  Picked up registers A-D 
that he had completed.  Wiring is beautiful.

Registers A-D.

Performed QA tests on registers A-D.  Everything appears to be wired correctly.

Met with John Mandell to discuss further machining work.  He will build a set of 
assembly fixtures with the correct spacing, to allow easier installation of rail sets 
into the rack.  Gave him the perf board for the memory subsystem.  He will cut 
mounting rails for it.
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20 Oct 10

Russ and I hung registers A-D in the rack.  Removed the temporary connections 
to the control and sequencer that were used to demo it on museum day.

Discovered a physical interference problem in the rack.  There won’t be enough 
space between the relay connector boards at the ends of the relay rails and 
where the front panel connector boards mount to clear the DB-25 connector 
housings on the cable.  Looks like we can stand them off by an inch, using the 
same spacer and stud method we used for the relay mounting rails, and that will 
solve the problem.

Went with Russ to the plastics store to look at materials for the front panel, and to 
discuss with them getting quotes on machining/engraving the front panel 
sections.

Registers A-D installed in rack.

22 Oct 10

Started wiring control section.

Ordered additional spacers to use for the front panel connector boards.
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25 Oct 10

Researched info on the rack manufacturer to see if a transparent front door was 
available for it.  The answer is yes, but it is grey-tinted plexiglass, so wouldn’t 
exactly suit our needs.  The price of $542 is a bit high, too.

Contacted the manufacturer of the 25-wire cable I bought to connect the front 
panel PCBs to the front panel connector PCBs, to get a spec sheet and color 
code chart.  
Ordered additional hook up wire from Newark Electronics.

26 Oct 10

Measured the length of stud needed to stand off the front panel connector boards 
and ordered same.

Positively identified the rack as an Emcor MSQ series that is 40U high.  This will 
allow selection of the appropriate front door if we decide to go that way.  
Discussed the cost and possibilities with Russ and Austin and decided to contact 
the manufacturer to see if they might donate a door frame to the cause, which we 
can fill with clear plexiglass.

27 Oct 10

Made additional measurements on rack to positively identify size of door needed.

28 Oct 10

Continued wiring control section.

29 Oct 10

Assigned connector pin numbers to ALU section and revised cable pin outs 
spreadsheet and 11 drawings to reflect changes.

1 Nov 10

Continued wiring control section.

Spoke with Krystal Motley at Crenlo/Emcor concerning our need for a transparent 
door for the front of RC-3.  Sent her e-mail with details about our project, and 
solicited their sponsorship.
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2 Nov 10

Received e-mail from Krytal Motley at Crenlo/Emcor.  They say they will be 
happy to sponsor our project, and will have a door frame shipped to us in the 
next two to three weeks.  Their standard window door contains gray-tinted 
plexiglass, while we need a clear window, so they have agreed to send us just 
the frame, which we can fill with clear plexiglass.

Composed and sent the October status report to volunteers and sponsors.

4 Nov 10

Continued wiring control section.

5 Nov 10

Starting building up relay rails for the ALU.

9 Nov 10

Completed building up rails for the ALU.

10 Nov 10

Met with John Mandell.  Gave him the front panel connector rails back to enlarge 
the end holes for the 1/4” spacers we need.  He provided a set of assembly 
fixtures with the correct spacing for use in transferring built up relay rails to the 
rack.

He also delivered the completed memory subsystem mounting rails, and drilled 
perf board.

Briefly discussed the memory subsystem with Austin Roche.

11 Nov 10

Put together the rest of the ALU work package for Jon Stanley.
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12 Nov 10

Met with Austin Roche and discussed details on how to construct the memory 
subsystem.  Assembled all the parts he needed, wire wrap sockets, capacitor, 
etc., except for the 5V bulk bypass electrolytic, which were in the parts case at 
home.

Delivered additional wire and diodes for Jon Stanley to pick up on the weekend.  
Also put a laminated volunteer’s badge in the box, to make his access easier.

15 Nov 10

Finished soldering the DB-25 connectors to the front panel connector boards, 
and labeled them.

Worked out a scheme to neatly mount the diodes needed in the front panel 
operations section of control.  The front panel connector for those signals (P307) 
has only a single DB-25, so used the extra connector holes for the AUX-START 
diodes, connecting them to a length of bus wire mounted on stand-offs.  Installed 
the rest of the diodes on the P307 relay connector board using the wiring holes.  

The AUX-ABORT diodes connect to a flying length of bus wire, while the other 
two between pins are mounted between wiring holes in the relay connector 
board.

16 Nov 10

Discovered that the mounting holes on the front panel connector boards are not 
in the specified places (so much for the quality of my incoming inspection).  Two 
are correctly located, but the other two are way out of place.  This creates a 
problem because holes were drilled in the mounting rails for them based on the 
original drawing which specified their location.

Discussed the possibilities with John Mandell.  Accommodating the out of place 
end hole is easy;  just drill a new one in the rail.  The inner one is more 
problematic because it’s hole location slightly overlaps the existing hole in the rail 
that was drilled according to the drawing.  John says he could mill that out into a 
slot, or we could just mount with three screws top and bottom, which should be 
sufficient.

John is occupied through Thanksgiving week, so will stop by Dec 1st to look at 
the problem and further discuss the options for correcting it.
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Front panel operations anti-backfeed diodes mounted on P307 RCB.
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17 Nov 10

Delivered the ALU work package to Jon Stanley at NI.  Was supposed to pick up 
the finished XY and M registers, but he realized he had put them in one car the 
night before, then driven his other car to work.  He will drop them off at the 
museum later this week.

Adjusted the mounting position for the front panel rack rails.  They had been 
installed three holes too low, so didn’t reach to the top of the front panel space.

Bought additional packages of small cable ties at Fry’s Electronics.  They only 
had one package when I went last time, and we needed about three more.

19 Nov 10

Installed registers X/Y and M1/M2 in the rack.  Now half the relay rails are in 
place on the register side of the rack so we have a good feel for what it will 
ultimately look like.

Discussed how we were going to proceed re the memory subsystem with Austin 
Roche.  He plans to use 34-pin cables with flat twisted pair wiring for the 
interconnections between the relay rails and the logic board.

Registers X/Y and M1/M2.
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Half the relay rails mounted on the register side of the rack.
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22 Nov 10

Received the frame for our transparent front door from Crenlo/Emcor.  Mounting 
is via top and bottom hinges (refrigerator door style), which will require drilling 
some new mounting holes in the rack rails.  I had hoped it would install on the 
hinges that are already mounted, but alas no.  Will also have to drill some holes 
to mount the latch plate on the other side of the rack.  

Frame for transparent front door.
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30 Nov 10

Attended to various loose ends:  cable color codes, status report for the month, 
etc.

1 Dec 10

Met with John Mandell to show him the changes needed to the front panel 
connector board mounting rails so as to mate with the misplaced holes.  

We also discussed how he was going to mount the cable ladder.  The recycled 
rack came with a cable ladder down one side and we are going to suspend it in 
the middle of rack, between the relay mounting rails, so all interconnecting cables 
can be tie wrapped to it to take some of the weight off the relay connector 
boards.  He took the ladder to cut it to the length we need.

Connected up a bunch of cables to and among the register rails and (somewhat 
laboriously without a front panel) successfully executed several bus transfers 
between registers.  Seems to work as advertised.

2 Dec 10

Finally got back to work wiring the control section and made reasonable 
progress.

3 Dec 10

Continued work on wiring the control section.

6 Dec 10

Completed intrarail wiring for the first control section rail.  Started on the second.

7 Dec 10

Went in to the museum with the intention of conducting some more register tests, 
but got distracted by a visitor who was interested in arranging tours for some of 
his coworkers.

I did check out the front panel connector board mounting rails that John Mandell 
has modified to match the misplaced holes.  Looks like they will work nicely.
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8 Dec 10

Since progress on getting the front panel work done has been so slow, it 
occurred to me that I could take one of our little breadboards, fasten 25-wire 
cables to it, and use the batch of 12V grain of wheat light bulbs we have for 
displays, as a convenient way to test the control section once it is wired.  So, I 
scrounged a suitable cable from the recycling stream, and brought it, the lamps, 
and a breadboard home to work on.

Also had a planning session with Russ, Austin, and Stephen, to consider what we 
should try to accomplish in 2011.  I proposed putting together a couple of “How 
does a computer work” classes based on the RC-3, once it is finished.  Russ 
thought it likely we could interest the ITT Technical folks in participating.

9 Dec 10

Worked on the breadboard test harness.  Mounted two 25-wire cables, with DB-
25 connectors on the other end, and figured out which color wire attached to 
which pin number.  Started installing the little 12V lamps for displaying signals on 
the cables.

10 Dec 10

Completed installation of lamps on the test harness.

11 Dec 10

Had to relocate the wires for the input cable on the test harness so I could install 
the dip switches.  Then it took some imaginative jumpering to get power to all 24 
dip switch pins.

14 Dec 10

Tested test harness on the register stack.  Verified correct bus transfers among 
X/Y and M1/M2 registers on both the 8-bit and 16-bit buses.

Ordered interconnecting cables from L-com.
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Test harness.

Lamps to display outputs.
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Switches to drive inputs.

15 Dec 10

Got a call from Diann Wallace at L-com introducing herself as our direct sales 
rep.  I made my plea for sponsorship and she said she would take the info
to upper management.

Discussed memory subsystem construction details with Austin Roche.

Restored the front panel mockup, which had fallen apart due to failure of the 
temporary glue used to affix it to the front door.

4 Jan 11

Resumed work on control section.

5 Jan 11

Met John Mandell at the museum, where he had installed the cable ladder in the 
middle of the rack.  It fit perfectly the first time, and will be used to take cable 
weight off the relay connector boards.
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Cable ladder installed in middle of rack.
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Cable ladder upper mounting.
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Cable ladder lower mounting

Gave him the design requirements for cable strain reliefs on the memory system 
interface rails.  Connections to the memory subsystem are via 34-pin flat cable 
and we need strain relief to make sure the connections aren’t pulled loose from 
the relay sockets.

Dropped off a spool of black wire for Jon Stanley.

Discussed front panel drawing requirements with Stephen and Russ.  They found 
a place called Front Panel Express, which specializes in making front panels.

6 Jan 11

Found that the construction file I had for the power front panel section was out of 
date.  The panel layout drawing had been modified to include an AC power fuse, 
and that change wasn’t reflected in the hole/labeling drawing.  I redid the drawing 
to match the revised design.
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Jon Stanley delivered the ALU to the museum this afternoon, reporting that he 
had only perfunctorily tested it.  I drove down, picked it up, and brought it home 
for attachment of the power connections, and to give it a thorough testing.

7 Jan 11

Russ and Stephen decided to construct the front panel layouts using Front Panel 
Express’s software, to avoid any problems or expense associated with 
conversion from the EPS files I can generate with my drawing program.  Thus I 
had to put dimension lines on the power panel layout drawing for Stephen to use 
as he builds the drawing using their tool.

Attached power connections to the ALU and gave it a functional test.  Best I can 
tell everything works as advertised.

Items tested:∑ All ALU functions (ADD, INC, AND, OR, XOR, SHL, NOT) compute 
correctly and gate onto the result bus when selected.∑ Condition register loads and captures all conditions (carry, zero, sign) 
correctly.∑ Zero detect works correctly.∑ ALU function decoding works correctly.

ALU wiring.
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Detail of ALU bus interconnections.

10 Jan 11

Installed ALU in the rack.  Tested basic functions using the test harness.  Loaded 
numbers into B & C registers and the adder successfully added them.

Revised the dimensioned drawing for the power section front panel.

11 Jan 11

Produced a dimensioned drawing for the clock/sequencer front panel.

Issued a status update to the mailing list, noting that we now have more than half 
the relay rails installed in the rack.

Traded correspondence with Jeff Diamond, who had questions about the project 
and how we were testing the various sections.
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ALU installed in rack.  Clock/sequencer at top, ALU below.  Control will go in the space 
between.
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12 Jan 11

Worked with Stephen Torrence to finalize design of the power section front panel.  
We adjusted font sizes, debug switch mounting, and hole cutouts until we were 
happy with the way it looked, then placed it on order.

13 Jan 11

Produced dimensioned drawings for the remainder of the front panel sections.

26 Jan 11

Checked out newly delivered power front panel.  All parts fit in their mounting 
holes.  Quality of work is excellent.

Worked with Stephen to finalize files for the remainder of the front panels.  He 
placed them on order.

27 Jan 11

Started assembling power front panel.  Determined that we were short one fuse 
holder.

Worked out the next parts order from Newark Electronics:  fuse holder, standoffs 
for the front panel PC boards, cable clamps, covered barrier strip for AC 
connections.  Requested P.O. from Russ.

Determined additional hardware needed to mount terminal strips on the power 
distribution panel, crimp-on quick disconnect terminals, and heavy gauge hookup 
wire for power wiring.

28 Jan 11

Trip to the museum, hardware store, and automotive store, collecting parts 
needed to wire up the power distribution panel.

29 Jan 11

Labeled power distribution panel until I ran out of P-touch tape.

Issued monthly status report.
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31 Jan 11

Procured P-touch tape to finish labeling the power distribution panel.  Hunted 
down 4-40 nuts and washers to fasten the power meter in place.  Decided 16 
gauge wire was too thin for the distribution daisy chains to the fuse holders, so 
had to go buy 14 gauge.

Ordered parts from Newark.

Began wiring the power front panel and power distribution panel.

1 Feb 11

Made a trip to Altex to pick up adhesive backed tie wrap anchors.  Needed a way 
to anchor cables on the back of the power front panel without having to drill any 
more holes in it.

Continued work on the power distribution panels.

2 Feb 11

Continued work on the power distribution panels.  Hampered by missing parts 
that should have been delivered from Newark Electronics today, but were stuck 
at DFW airport due to adverse weather.

3 Feb 11

Parts finally arrived, so was able to finish wiring the power panels.  It took a long 
time to figure out which wire was attached to which pin for the 25-wire cable 
attached to the incrementer display.  In the process one wire (pin 10) fell off, 
possibly nicked when I was cutting off unneeded wires.  Fortunately, I was 
foresightful enough to leave a couple spares, so assigned that signal to pin 23.

4 Feb 11

Installed the power distribution panels in the rack.  Installed AC wiring between 
the front panel and the power supplies.
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Power front panel, includes incrementer display.

Power front panel, rear view.
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Detail of fuse wiring.

Detail of incrementer display printed circuit board wiring.
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Power distribution panel, front view.

Power distribution panel, rear view.
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Power front panel installed in rack.
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Power front panel and distribution panel installed in rack.

Power distribution panel installed in rack.

7 Feb 11

Wired the DC connections between the power supplies and the distribution 
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panel, and made up a temporary power cable.

Initial tests were gratifying.  The ten power-ready LEDs on the front panel iit up 
properly, and the Debug switch turned the debug LED off and on.

Knowing we had some concerns about whether the 12V power supply would 
start into a massive bank of capacitance, we connected the 15 rails (sixteen 
15,000 µfd capacitors—240,000 µfd of the ultimate 375,000 total) installed to 
power and it started with no problems.  The ammeter takes a healthy kick during 
the charging surge, but the power supply didn’t go into overload protection.

Reminded Jeff Diamond that we still would like an RC-3 simulator, more to allow 
the programmers to start writing code and testing it, than to validate the RC-3 
design.  This led to an extended dialog about whether to use Mike Birken’s TOFU 
simulator, or take some other approach.  No decision reached as yet.

10 Feb 11

Prepared front panel printed circuit boards for installs, including needed cuts and 
jumpers.
11 Feb 11

Went to the museum and inspected the remainder of the front panels.

Gave Russ the work package for installing switches, LEDs, and front panel PC 
boards.

John Mandell had delivered the mounting plate for the power cord interconnect 
block, so picked that up and brought back to assemble.

12 Feb 11

Modified the front panel drawings to show their shifted position in the rack.  
Originally we were going to leave a 3U space above the panels for sponsor 
recognition, but after seeing the mock up decided that it would be better to shift 
the stack of front panels up 3U so the operator’s switches would be at a good 
height for stand-up operation such as might be done during demos.  5.25” 
seemed inadequate to recognize sponsors and volunteers anyway, so that will be 
placed elsewhere in the display.

13 Feb 11
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Installed power connectors on wire for M & XY registers, ALU, and clock.

Mounted barrier strip on plate for power cord interconnect block.

14 Feb 11

Installed additional power connectors (XY, M, ALU) between relay rails and 
power distribution panel.

Brought front panel sections A (clock/sequencer), B (control), and D (operator’s 
panel) home for soldering after Russ installed the front panel PC boards.

Tested switches in section A, soldered switches and LEDs for section A.)

Worked out wire numbers between front panel section A and front panel 
connector board.  Updated cable pin out spreadsheet to record.
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15 Feb 11

Began soldering 25-wire cables between the front panel PCBs and the front 
panel connector board for section A.  It takes longer to sort out the wire colors 
than it seems it should.

16 Feb 11

Installed power connectors to the clock and sequencer.  Met with new volunteer 
Orin Winn, who is interested in writing test code and in general learning how RC-
3 works.

17 Feb 11

Continued wiring up front panel section A to its connector board.  Tested each 
row as it was completed.

20 Feb 11

Completed wiring front panel PCBs to the front panel connector board for front 
panel section A.  Installed power jumpers and connector and tested complete 
unit.  No problems.  Need to get some #10 hardware to attach the front panel 
connector board to its mounting rails.  It’s temporarily held together with #8 
screws that are too long.

Section A (clock/sequencer) front panel, front.
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Section A (clock/sequencer) front panel, back.

Section A (clock/sequencer) front panel connector board.

21 Feb 11

Bought #10 hardware and replaced the temporary screws on the front panel 
connector board for section A.

Installed section A of the front panel in the rack.  All signals appear to be being 
produced correctly.  Will have to wait until the operator’s panel is wired so the 
clock can be single stepped to verify for certain that all 19 working pulses are 
being generated at the appropriate times and of the right lengths.
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Stephen Torrence took a one minute video of me explaining what was going on 
with the clock and sequencer running, available at http://vimeo.com/20215510.  

Sent a progress update message to the mailing list, pointing them to the video.

23 Feb 11

Tested pulse generation by using the test harness to single step the clock.  It 
appears all 19 pulses are being generated correctly.

Briefed new volunteer Orin Winn on general RC-3 operation, and what all the 
drawings show.

Soldered LEDs and switches on section D of the front panel.

25 Feb 11

When I went to assign cable pin numbers for the section D (operator’s panel) 
front panel, I discovered a serious error that would have resulted in modification 
of the front panel printed circuit board B had I realized it at the time.  Most of the 
display/control leads on the front panel connect to an LED going to ground and a 
switch to power so the signal can be forced from the front panel.  In the case of 
the address bus and data bus display/entry-switches, however, the LEDs need to 
be on the buses all the time, while the switches go through a set of gating relays.  

That means that two leads need to go to each position.  Since I didn’t think to 
provide two holes for that purpose, with a foil cut spot between them, all I can do 
is cut the trace that ties the switch to the LED, use the normal hole to connect to 
the LED, and solder the other lead directly to the switch.

Only one problem:  the trace is on the component side and I have already 
soldered the boards onto the switches and LEDs.  Uh oh.  They have to be 
removed.

Started by using the solder sucker to remove solder from the switch terminals 
and from the LED leads.  Discovered that getting the LEDs loose after that was 
pretty problematic, so much so that a number of the pads around LED holes got 
destroyed in the process.  Fortunately, we have two spare PCBBs.  Finally 
decided it would help to loosen the switches, so covered the face of my nut driver 
with tape so as not to scratch the front panel, and removed the nuts from all of 
the address bus row.  Even being able to pull the PC board up against the LEDs 
didn’t seem to help all that much.  
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After trying various techniques, it turned out getting a big glob of solder on the 
iron tip, so it could bridge to both LED terminals at the same time, while pressing 
the back of the LED toward the front panel, worked the best.  Got the address 
bus board off, then didn’t bother to suck solder out of the LED holes for the data 
bus/operator’s switches.  Just used the bridge both terminals simultaneously trick 
to get the LED out, then removed solder from the hole afterwards. 

26 Feb 11

Finished extracting the LEDs from the address bus row, then quickly, using the 
new technique, got them out of the data bus/operator’s switches row.  That was 
good because I didn’t really want to have to duplicate all the cuts and jumpers 
that were required for that board.

Inspected the address bus PC board and discovered I’d made an error in my 
power isolation cut on that board, so perhaps it was good that rework was 
required.  I had connected the switch power bus to Vd instead of V.  The address 
entry switches are required to be active during normal operation.  Only the select 
switch needs to be wired to Vd.  I suspect I’ll find the same error on the data bus 
switch power.

28 Feb 11

Met with Orin Winn at the museum to discuss aspects of RC-3.

Completed rework of the two front panel printed circuit boards so it is ready to 
cable up.

1 Mar 11

Spent a lot of time researching exact behaviors of some instructions to answer 
questions Jeff Diamond had asked in his efforts to write a functional simulator for 
RC-3.

Discovered a couple improvements that could have been implemented earlier in 
the design, but it is too late now.

First is that the ADD instruction should feed the state of the CARRY condition 
register into the LSB of the addition.  This would make it convenient to do 
extended (multi-byte) arithmetic.  It probably would require instructions to clear 
the CARRY bit, though, so might not have been as easy to implement as it first 
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appears.

The second improvement would be to gate the carry bit from the adder into the 
condition code register only on ADD and INC functions.  As it currently stands, 
the carry bit gets set or cleared depending on B + C, even if you are actually 
executing a different ALU function.  That means to programmers that testing the 
state of the carry bit only makes sense immediately following ADD or INC.

Found another anomaly too.  The ISA document describes the conditional branch 
based on carry as BNC (Branch No Carry).  The test was wired, however, to take 
the branch on the carry bit set, or BC (Branch if Carry).  Originally my thinking 
was to correct that (a one-wire change on the ALU) but Jeff suggested leaving as 
is and correcting the ISA document to reflect that.  They are, after all, about 
equally useful in constructing code.

2 Mar 11

Started wiring front panel section D (operator’s panel).

3 Mar 11

Had to go into the museum to pick up mounting rails for the front panel connector 
boards.  Don’t know why I didn’t think to bring them all home with me when I got 
the ones for the clock/sequencer.

Continued wiring the connector board to front panel section D.

4 Mar 11

Continued wiring the connector board to front panel section D.  It seems to take 
about an hour per 25-wire cable end.  For this section there are six connectors, 
hence 12 ends (actually only 11 as it turns out) to prepare.  Got it all finished 
except for the connections to the operator’s switches.

5 Mar 11

Finished wiring the connector board to front panel section D.  Installed the 
connector board on its mounting rails, so the assembly is ready to hang in the 
rack on Monday.
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Section D (operator’s panel) front panel, front.

Section D (operator’s panel) front panel, back.
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Section D (operator’s panel) front panel connector board.

7 Mar 11

Installed front panel section D in the rack.  Reset, Run/Stop, Clock Step, all work 
as expected, but noticed that if you operated Deposit, Examine, or Load Address 
while the machine was in Run mode, the LEDs came on and were pulsing in time 
with the clock.  These switches aren’t supposed to be active unless the machine 
is stopped, since the switch that places voltage on the clock freeze line, also 
provides FRONT PANEL OPS power to the switches. 

Decided to come back and troubleshoot it on another day, but while driving home 
I surmised that it must be the clock signal back feeding through the clock step 
switch.  Checking the schematic when I got home revealed that to be likely, so I 
planned to install a diode in the lead from the clock step switch to the clock rail.

8 Mar 11

Arrived at the museum to install the needed diode and decided to test my 
hypothesis that the back feed was going through the clock step switch.  It wasn’t.  
In fact with the clock step switch in the energized position (which I thought had to 
have been the case for the back feed to occur), the extra loading when operator’s 
switches were activated seriously disturbed the clock period.  The previously 
noted pulsing was happening even when the clock step switch was open.
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Further inspection of the clock schematic revealed that I had two back feed paths 
to FRONT PANEL OPS power.  One was from the clock signal through the clock 
step switch if it was closed, and the other was via the clock freeze line.  

I installed a diode in each of those paths and correct operation ensued.  None of 
the operator’s switches are now active unless the Run/Stop switch is in the stop 
(clock freeze) position.

Came back home and made cable assignments between front panel section B 
and its connector board.  The connector pin numbers were previously assigned 
without regard to exactly where those LEDs were on the front panel, so there 
isn’t a good one-to-one correspondence between front panel rows and the 
connectors they need to be wired to.  It will take some care to get it wired up 
correctly.

9 Mar 11

Started wiring front panel section B, control.  Discovered a wiring error when 
testing P711, but it was easily corrected.

10 Mar 11

Continued work on wiring front panel section B, control.

11 Mar 11

Completed wiring for front panel section B.  Installed it in the rack.

Section B (control) front panel, front.
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Section B (control) front panel, back.

Section B (control) front panel connector board.

Brought section C, register stack, home for wiring.

12 Mar 11

Made cable assignments for section C and started soldering front panel boards 
to LEDs and switches.
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13 Mar 11

Finished soldering front panel boards to section C.

14 Mar 11

Started cabling front panel boards to connector boards for section C.

15 Mar 11

Continued cabling front panel boards to connector boards for section C.  It seems 
to take on average one hour per cable end and section C has twelve ends.

16 Mar 11

Continued work on cabling front panel for section C.

17 Mar 11

Completed wiring for front panel section C, including power wiring.  All tests OK.

18 Mar 11

Installed front panel section C in rack.  Cabled it up to the registers and was all 
set to do some register transfers when I discovered I had installed the daisy 
chain for control signals, not the data/address buses.  Didn’t have time to sort it 
out, but will do so on my next trip in.

Picked up front panel section E, the ALU, and brought home for wiring.  Installed 
the final eight LEDs for ALU results.  Because there are so few LEDs in this row, 
glued the standoff legs to the back of the front panel to take the stress of cable 
mounting.
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 Glued legs for bottom PCB on Section E (ALU).

21 Mar 11

Orin Winn brought in his HEX file from an assembler run.  He and Stephen 
Torrence were able to successfully burn the contents into an EEPROM using the 
prom burner.

Cabled the data/address buses among the installed registers and tested bus 
transfers among them.  All transfers on the data bus worked correctly.  We did 
discover that bits 4 and 5 of the X register were interchanged on the display.  

Checked the relays in the X register and the correct relays were being set.  This 
was corroborated by transferring values into X, then back out again, where the 
bits wound up in the right places in the target registers.

Tested connections between the front panel connector board and the front panel, 
and that was wired correctly.  This led to the assumption that two wires were 
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interchanged on the relay rail between the relays and the relay connector board 
that led to the front panel.

Removed the XY register rails from the rack and brought home to troubleshoot.  
Discovered that the relays are wired to the correct pins on the connector board.  
This leads to the conclusion that the pin cross is in the cable being used to 
connect the relay rail to the front panel.  Will have to test that theory the next time 
I go in to the museum.

Soldered all the LEDs and switches for front panel section E, the ALU.  This is 
the last front panel section to be wired and installed.

22 Mar 11

Soldered first of the front panel to connector board cables for section E, the ALU.

23 Mar 11

Continued wiring front panel section E to its connector board.

24 Mar 11

Completed wiring front panel section E to its connector board.  Installed jumpers 
between P745 and P746.  Installed power wiring on the front panel and mounting 
rails on the connector board.  This one is ready to mount in the rack.

Did a little troubleshooting on the X register problem.  Thought I had found it, and 
swapped two wires but that didn’t fix it, hence screwed up something else, so I’ll 
have to swap them back.
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Section E (ALU) front panel, front.

Section E (ALU) front panel, back.
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Section E (ALU) front panel connector board.

25 Mar 11

Installed section E (ALU) of the front panel in the rack and wired power to it.  Also 
wired power to section B (Control), which had been skipped previously.  The front 
panel is now complete.

Checked ALU function and everything works perfectly.  Was able to transfer ALU 
output to/from Registers A-D.  Noted that transferring something like NOT B into 
the B register results in relay buzz from the feedback loop created, which was as 
expected.  The hardware only transfers ALU output to registers A or D, to prevent 
the possibility of feedback through B or C, which are the ALU inputs.

Tested the incrementer display, which passes through the section E front panel 
connector board.  P745 is bused to P746 which is where the incrementer display 
(located on the power front panel section, which has no front panel connector 
board) cable plugs in.

27 Mar 11

Swapped the two wires back on the X register and confirmed what my original 
tests showed:  it is wired correctly.  Next best guess is that two wires are 
interchanged on the data bus connection at the relay connector board I had XY 
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bused to.  Will reinstall XY tomorrow and try to confirm that.

28 Mar 11

Reinstalled the XY register rails back in the rack and could not duplicate the 
display problem.  Don’t know if I perhaps had the interconnect cables misplaced 
before or what, but the problem is no longer there.

Tested another feedback scenario I was asked by Jon Stanley to try:  doing an 
INC on B and feeding the output back to B.  It produces a free-running counter 
that goes very fast.  It’s probably as bad on the LSB relays as the NOT 
examples, but since not so many relays are involved it doesn’t sound quite so 
angry.

Tested bus transfers on the 8-bit bus among A, B, C, D, X, Y, M1, and M2, and all 
work correctly.  Transfers from M to XY on the 16-bit bus also work right.

30 Mar 11

Reset my work area to continue work on the control relay rails.  Perused the 
drawings to figure out where I had left off.

Issued my 15th status report.

31 Mar 11

Continued work on intrarail wiring for the second of three control relay rails.

3 Apr 11

Continued work on control rail wiring.

4 Apr 11

Discovered that the front panel switch wiring for forcing condition code register 
signals for Zero had a design flaw.  As drawn, the switch forced either Z=1 or 
Z=0, in alternate positions, exactly what you would expect the condition code 
register to produce.  However, in an early morning revelation I realized that to 
keep the switch from forcing one or the other signals, you’d have to turn Debug 
mode off.  There are many valid reasons for why you would want debug power 
energized for other functions, but prefer to let the condition codes come through 
normally from the condition code register, so this was an unworkable situation.
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We pulled the control front panel section from the rack so this could be dealt with.  
Turns out that, although I had the necessary switch wiring and an extra hole for 
that slot arranged at PCB layout time, when I wired it up, I didn’t install the 
jumper that would have tied position 13 (Z=0) to the alternate side of position 
12’s switch (Z=1).

The compromise solution was to put pins in the two holes intended for jumpering 
position 13 to position 12, and provide a removable jumper instead of a 
permanent one.  The jumper can be installed when the Control section is being 
debugged with the condition register disconnected, so the switch can force both 
Z=0 and Z=1 in complementary fashion, then removed for all other operating 
modes.

I found a two-pin Berg connector in my parts box that had a twisted pair of wires 
attached to it.  I soldered the two wires together using holes from an adjacent 
open slot (position 14) so the jumper is captive and cannot be lost.

Captive jumper for forcing Z=0 from the Z=1 switch .

Revised the control drawing to add the removable jumper to the schematic, and 
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got caught up on publishing changes to Google Docs.

5 Apr 11

Continued wiring control relay rails.

6 Apr 11

Had to be at the museum for other reasons, but had time to check pulse 
generation from the sequencer against the timing chart one more time.  All 19 
pulses are being produced at the correct times and with the correct lengths.

10 Apr 11

More wiring on the control relay rails.

11 Apr 11

Started work on the third of the three control relay rails and was noticing on the 
schematic that I needed a pair of diodes for the HLTRL circuit.  Noting that it was 
driving (with P-F) SEL-ADR-SW at the same time it was sending Halt to the 
clock, I wondered if the PC would actually get reloaded before the clock was 
frozen.  Decided to test that before I went any further, just in case I had to adjust 
things.

Drove down to the museum and connected pulse P-F to the Halt line.  This 
resulted in the clock stopping right where it was, with the sequencer in S8, 
leaving both P-F and P-G on.  At this point, P-F is selecting the address switches 
onto the address bus and P-G is loading the PC from the address bus.  The 
address from the switches won’t actually be latched into the program counter 
until the halt is released so LD-PC can turn off at the end of P-G, followed by 
SEL-ADR-SW turning off at the end of P-F.  That’s all well and good.

What I discovered during my testing, however, was that the halt could not be 
released from the front panel by using the Restart switch.  I had wired the Restart 
switch to interrupt halt relay hold voltage being fed from clock power.  With the 
sequencer stopping while P-F is on, though, the halt signal continues to be 
asserted even if the restart switch is opened, so it is ineffective.  The fix is to 
rewire the restart switch so it is between the Halt input and the halt relay coil.  
Then the Restart switch will release the halt relay regardless of whether it is just 
locked up on clock power, or still being driven from the halt signal.
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I pulled the clock rail out of the rack and brought it home for wiring adjustments.

12 Apr 11

Designed my fix for the restart problem, revised the drawing, and made the 
necessary wiring changes on the clock relay rail.  Took it back down to the 
museum and reinstalled it.  

The fix also required a one-wire change on the front panel connector board for 
section A (clock/sequencer).  I pulled that section of the front panel, made the 
wiring change, and reinstalled it, too.

Testing revealed that the restart switch now actually does release the halt relay, 
so mission accomplished.  I was testing using pulse P-F to set the halt, which is 
how it was drawn to be driven for HLTRL on the control schematic.  P-F is two 
clock ticks long, so I found that you had to hold restart for at least two ticks 
(about a third of a second) to get the halt to release.  Pulse P-G, which is only 
one tick long, starts at the same time as P-F and is being driven to load the PC 
on a HLTRL instruction, so I have modified control to drive the halt line from P-G 
instead of P-F for HLTRL.

Now that I think about it, though, halt may be being driven by P-F for the HALT 
instruction too.  Need to check to see if it can conveniently be driven by P-G, to 
make restarts easier.

13 Apr 11

Modified the third control rail to make the change from P-F to P-G for HLTRL, and 
continued wiring until I found myself making wiring errors.  I discovered three, 
corrected them, and decided I’d better stop for the day.

15 Apr 11

Completed intrarail wiring for the last of the three control section relay rails.  
Mounted them on a build fixture to start interrail wiring.

16 Apr 11

Started work on interrail wiring for the control section.

18 Apr 11
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Continued work on interrail wiring for the control section.

19 Apr 11

Continued work on interrail wiring for the control section.

20 Apr 11

Continued work on interrail wiring for the control section.

21 Apr 11

Continued work on interrail wiring for the control section.  Just a few connections 
between connector boards left and the wiring will be finished.

22 Apr 11

Completed wiring for the control section.  Now it’s on to bench checks.

23 Apr 11

Checked all named signals against my wiring spreadsheet to make sure all 
appearances were connected.  Discovered two missing wires and added them.  
Bundled all wires neatly.  All that’s left to complete the control section is to add 
power connections and the bypass capacitors. 

Control section after wire bundling but before installation of bypass capacitors.
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Details of control section wiring.

Details of control section wiring.
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24 Apr 11

Added power connector and bypass capacitors to control section.

Built a spreadsheet showing which signals control should be emitting in each 
time slot for each instruction variant.  Selected enough instructions to ensure all 
decoding paths get checked.

Finished control section.

25 Apr 11

Installed control section in the rack and ran its power lead.  Initial testing revealed 
that it was halting in state 5 (which progressed immediately to 6 because a halt 
causes the clock to freeze in its next low state).  This seemed to be caused by 
backfeed between LD-PC and the HALT signal.  Other than the halt problem, 
decoding for the various instruction classes seemed relatively OK.

Removed control from the machine and brought it back home for adjustment.  
After inspecting the circuit that sets Halt on a HLTRL instruction, I could see how 
I hadn’t properly isolated LD-PC (set by the same pulse for HLTRL) from the Halt 
line.  Thus LD-PC executed in state 5 for the fetch was setting the halt relay.

Worked out a fix that actually resulted in a simplification over what I had before, 
and moved both HALT and HLTRL’s driving of the Halt line from P-F to P-G, 
which I had noted before improved the restart capability.
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26 Apr 11

Made the circuit adjustments necessary to fix the halt problem, then returned to 
the museum and mounted control back in the rack.  The fix worked.  We did 
notice that if you tried to restart from a halt with Run/Stop in Stop, it wouldn’t 
release the halt.  I later determined that was because the clock needed to tick to 
move the sequencer into the next state (one not producing the pulse that sets the 
halt) before processing could continue.  

All instruction classes seemed to be being decoded relatively well.  Russ 
grumbled about my test spread sheet not showing signals produced by the fetch 
cycle, and said if I fixed that he’d run through all the 102 test cases.

We did see a problem with MOV8 M1,A, in that both LD-M1 and SEL-M1 were 
being produced concurrently, when only LD-M1 should be active.  At that point 
we had control signals bussed to the register stack and I thought it might be 
some subtle interaction, but removing the register stack revealed that it was 
actually coming out of control.

Returned home and updated the test case spreadsheet.

27 Apr 11

Took the revised test spreadsheet in and ran a few tests, all of them successful 
except for the previously noted problem with MOV8 M1,A.  Left the spreadsheet 
with Russ, along with instructions on how to record his results.

28 Apr 11

Issued the April status report to sponsors and volunteers.  

29 Apr 11

Updated the control section schematics with pin number assignments and other 
revisions created during wiring.

Laid out relay rails for the memory interface.  Determined missing connector pin 
number assignments.
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1 May 11

Labeled relay connector boards and assembled sockets and RCBs for the three 
memory interface rails.

2 May 11

Started wiring the first of three relay rails for the memory interface.

3 May 11

Completed intrarail wiring for the first memory interface rail.  Moved on to number 
three.

4 May 11

Wired memory interface rail 3 (address bus to memory), complete with ribbon 
cable to the Berg connector for attachment to the memory subsystem.  Added 
power connector and a bypass capacitor.  

Completed memory interface rail 3 (address bus to memory).

Had initially planned to feed its power rail via the memory subsystem, until I 
realized that with 16 relays sitting on the address bus I would need up to 1.2 
amps of ground current, more than the two 28 gauge leads in the ribbon cable 
are likely to handle.  So will provide a 5 V power jumper to the top memory 
interface rail.

John Mandell’s ribbon cable strain relief pieces work perfectly.  Will add 
cushioning tape once I’m sure not more changes are required.
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Detail of ribbon cable strain relief.

5 May 11

Started wiring memory interface rail 2.  Noticed that I showed the B2M (bus to 
memory) LED isolated from the switch on the schematic but I hadn’t cut the trace 
on the front panel board or provided a separate lead for it.  They were separated 
because B2M is inhibited whenever a memory read operation is in progress, this 
to prevent double driving the 5V data bus.  

Decided rather than take all the LEDs out that would be required to pull the front 
panel printed circuit board off to adjustr it, I would just use the standard 
switch/LED pair, and keep it on the back side of the inhibit relay.  This means that 
you could be forcing B2M with a memory read up, you would see the LED on, but 
the signal would actually not be affecting the bus to memory gating relays.

Installed memory interface rail 3 in the rack and verified that addresses from the 
16-bit address bus are being converted to TTL levels, as indicated by the 5V 
address bus LED display.
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Continued work on memory interface rail 2.

5 May 11

Continued wiring on memory interface rails 1 and 2.

Someone donated a robot typing device to the museum.  It sits over an IBM 
Selectric keyboard and by selectively energizing solenoids on it, it can type on 
the typewriter.  We have toyed with the idea of using it as an output device for the 
RC-3 in the second go round.

Russ reported that Orin Winn had figured out that the solenoids were in a 7 x 7 
matrix, with an additional one for the shift key.  Orin came up with a drive scheme 
that used 16 relays.  After thinking about it for a while I think we can drive it using 
only 8 relays, discounting the necessary instruction decoding.  I drew up my 
proposal and sent it to Orin for consideration.  We will meet to discuss our two 
schemes the next time I go into the museum.

6 May 11

Continued wiring on memory interface rails 1 and 2.

7 May 11

Continued wiring on memory interface rails 1 and 2.

9 May 11

Complete wiring for memory interface rails 1 and 2, except for addition of power 
connectors.

10 May 11

Added power connectors to memory interface rails 1 and 2.  Installed it in the 
rack and began checkout.  Memory read seems to be working correctly, but B2M 
(bus to memory does not appear to be working).    Noticed that the memory 
enable LED seemed to stay on after the Enable switch was turned off.

Discussed problem with A15 LED segment being dim on the 5V address bus 
display with Austin.  We determined that it was because the chip select line was 
being left floating when it wasn’t connected to ground.  Pulled memory interface 
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rail 3 and brought home for adjustment.

Completed memory interface rails 1 & 2 (data bus to/from memory and control).

Detail of bus wiring.
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Completed left side of rack.
With the installation of the memory interface rails, the left side of the rack has 
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been completely populated.

Brought the control section test sheets (all except for the GOTO section, which 
Russ hasn’t finished running yet) for evaluation.

11 May 11

Added the two connections to memory interface rail 3 that were needed to drive 
chip select lines high when they weren’t being pulled down.  Reinstalled rail 3 in 
the rack and the A15 segment now lights correctly.

Investigated why B2M was not working.  Turned out to be a miswire on K628.  
BTM was wired to the NO contact instead of to the NC.  Pulled the two rails from 
the rack and made the wiring change.  Reinstalled and B2M now works correctly.

We can read and write RAM successfully, and we can read the EEPROM also.

The LED for memory enable turns out to be working OK.  There is a 15,000 µfd 
capacitor sitting on the switched power rail for the memory output relays.  When 
the memory enable switch is opened, there is nothing on that rail to discharge the 
capacitor other than the LED, which takes a long time.  It does eventually 
extinguish.  This should not present any confusion, since disabling memory will 
happen rarely, only when one wishes to debug control while it is still cabled to the 
rest of the machine (the switch was added at Jon Stanley’s request).

13 May 11

Evaluated anomalies discovered during testing of the control section, and started 
an issues list.  So far it looks like this:

1.  LD-M1/SEL-M1 coming on at the same time

Check for short between pin 7 and pin 19 at P302, P404 (if connected)
Check for short between pin 7 and pin 20 at P304 and P712.

2.  S8 coming on in state 5 for MOV16 with PC as destination.

Install back feed prevention diode at K327.

3.  S8 coming on in state 2 for INCXY.

Install back feed prevention diode at K319.
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I pulled the control section rails and brought them home for installation of the 
back feed prevention diodes.  Will ask Harry Porter if he sees the same issue, 
since I made no substantive changes to the MOV16 and INCXY decoding logic.

Tested for shorts at P302 and P304 for issue 1, but there were none.  Will have 
to check P404 and P712 the next time I’m at the museum.

15 May 11

Installed the back feed prevention diodes at K319 and K327.  

Examined the front panel operations circuit to figure out why the aux clock halts 
when a front panel operation switch is closed, and found three back feed paths 
that need to be isolated.  Because of the way the various signals are OR’d 
together via diodes, inserting the isolation diodes is going to be physically 
challenging.

16 May 11

Installed the back feed prevention diodes in the front panel operations section.  

Reinstalled control rails in the rack.  

Found the short at P712, which fixed the LD-M1/SEL-M1 problem.  

Verified that S8 no longer comes on in state 5 for MOV16 operations with PC as 
the destination.

S8 is still coming on in state 2 for INCXY.  Later inspection of the drawings 
revealed that there is a back feed path via LD-INC at K319 also.  Will install an 
additional isolation diode.

Tested front panel operations and it appears that EXAM and EXAM-NEXT are 
now working correctly.  DEPOSIT, however, resulted in blowing fuse F1.

17 May 11

Tried to isolate what caused F1 to blow.  Verified that it was, in fact, the control 
section, and there is a power to ground short whenever DEPOSIT or DEP-NEXT 
is actuated.
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Pulled the control section for further troubleshooting.

18 May 11

Revised memory drawings (sheets 1-6), address bus drawings (sheets 1-2), and 
data bus drawings (sheets 1-2) with changes made during construction, pin 
numbers, etc.

19 May 11

Isolated the fuse blowing problem to K342’s coil suppression diode being 
installed backward.  Removed and replaced it with the correct orientation.

Installed an additional back feed prevention diode in the LD-INC path at K319, to 
stop S8 from coming on in state 2 for INCXY.

Reinstalled control section in the rack.  Verified that DEPOSIT/DEPOSIT-NEXT 
no longer result in a fuse blowing.  Verified the INCXY fix.

20 May 11

More testing revealed additional anomalies:

•  Forcing MEM-RD from the register stack panel lights SEL-ADRS-SW on 
control.
•  Forcing MEM-WRITE from the register stack panel lights SEL-DATA-SW on 
control.
•  Executing LOAD ADDRESS front panel operation lights MEM-RD on register 
stack.
•  Executing EXAMINE front panel operation lights S5, P-C, P-D, PE, and all four 
AP-x indicators.
*  S11 of INCXY incorrectly lights SEL-XY.

23 May 11

Determined that I had made pin out changes to the control bus cabling back 
when I wired up the control section, so I could have two wires each for the 
instruction bus.  I hadn’t updated the cable pin out spreadsheet to match, so 
when I wired the memory interface section it was to the old pin assignments.

Based on that, I decided to return the control section with no further modifications 
until it could be tested after the memory interface wiring was corrected.  This 
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turned out to be only five wires.  After making that change, all of the existing 
anomalies disappeared including, interestingly enough, the strangeness I was 
seeing for DEPOSIT front panel operations.

I didn’t exhaustively test, but did enough to suggest that everything currently 
installed in the rack is now working properly.  By adding a couple bus cables to 
tie more of the machine to control, it looks like all register moves work properly, 
as well as Load and Store operations.

Front panel operations for DEPOSIT and EXAMINE work, and the correct signals 
are being produced for DEP-NEXT, EXAM-NEXT, and LOAD-ADDRESS.

24 May 11

Built up rails for the J1/J2 register, with sockets, connector boards, standoffs, and 
power buses.

25 May 11

Started wiring the J1 register rail.

26 May 11

Extensive testing today revealed what I suspected on Monday:  that everything 
currently installed in the rack is working correctly.

Russ mentioned that once during his testing the clock stopped, without displaying 
a Halt light.  We ran a Load instruction continuously for an hour or so and did 
start seeing the clock stop in CL2-CL3.  Looking at the relays, it was also 
apparent that K101 was at least partially operated.  Tapping K101 would cause it 
to release and the clock would start working again.  Once it got to the point 
where it was occurring regularly, I swapped a new relay in for K101 and 
everything worked just fine afterwards.  Will open the failed relay to see if I can 
tell what went wrong.

I got the storage scope out and took a look at some of our waveforms:  clock, 
memory address bus (5V side), data bus, address bus.  All are acceptably 
square and have little ringing or noise.  The clock rate seems to be just a bit 
slower than the 6 ticks per second we were shooting for, but not enough to 
warrant changing the shunt resistors to speed it up.
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27 May 11

Finished intrarail wiring on register J1.  Started work on register J2.

30 May 11

Completed intrarail wiring on register J2.

31 May 11

Started interrail wiring on J1/J2.

1 Jun 11

Completed wiring J1/J2.  Attached power leads and bypass capacitors.  Tested 
OK with no problems.

2 Jun 11

Installed J1/J2 in the rack.  All operations involving J1, J2, or J seem to work 
correctly.

3 Jun 11

Started laying out the rail for the Instruction Register and discovered that I had 
planned to wire J1/J2 and Inst as a set.  The Inst Reg uses data and control bus 
connections on the J2 connector boards.

Went back to the museum and pulled J1/J2 from the rack to bring back home so 
Inst could be wired to them.

Installed sockets, standoffs, and connector boards on the Inst register rail.

4 Jun 11

Continued work on the Inst register.  Installed power/ground buses, suppression 
diodes, coil grounds, and V connections.
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7 Jun 11

Completed wiring of the Instruction register.  Bench checks OK.

13 Jun 11

Installed J1/J2/Inst in the rack.  Everything appeared to be working correctly 
except for the various condition code lights coming on in the control section of 
the front panel whenever instruction registers bits 2-5 were set.

Investigated and determined that since either Z=1 or Z=0 is always on, that was 
back feeding to the other condition code bits through the wire OR.

Removed the control relay rails and brought home for adjustment.

14 Jun 11

Installed isolation diodes in the four condition code paths leading to the wire OR 
for conditional jump determination.  Tested OK on the bench.

15 Jun 11

Hung control back in the rack and confirmed that the condition code back feed 
problem was solved by the added diodes.

Noticed, however, that S12 was coming on in states 5 and 19 of the SETM (C0) 
instruction, no doubt another back feed issue.

16 Jun 11

Laid out relay rails for the Program Counter, installed sockets, connector boards, 
and power standoffs.

Discovered I made an error when I wired the Instruction register to the data bus 
on the J register.  It looks like I had really planned to connect the Instruction 
register to the Program Counter, because the PC needs two control signals from 
the control bus on IR.  After considering my options, I decided to just provide a 
separate connection from PC to the control bus.

The control bus ends at P1111, which for some reason is a dual connector board, 
even though one is not being used.  Thus I decided to just run a two-wire cable 
from the PC to a DB-25 connector that can be plugged into the unused side of 
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P1111.

Went to Radio Shack and bought a DB-25 male connector and hood for it.

17 Jun 11

Installed power buses and all intrarail wiring for the first rail of the Program 
Counter, including the DB-25 cable to P1111.

18 Jun 11

Installed intrarail wiring for the second Program Counter rail, and interrail wiring 
between the two.  The PC is complete except for power connections and bypass 
capacitors.

20 Jun 11

Added power connector and bypass capacitors to the Program Counter, and 
installed it in the rack.  Seems to be working correctly.

We are still seeing occasional clock glitches, where the CL4 LED doesn’t come 
on, but it appears that K104 is closing.  Pressing on the relay causes it to work, 
so I suspected a bad solder joint or unsoldered wire.

Pulled the clock and brought home for bench testing.  Swapped the relays at 
K103 and K104 and the problem followed the relay.  Replaced the failing one 
(now in slot K103) and the clock is working normally.

21 Jun 11

Laid out relay positions for the increment register and the incrementer.  Installed 
relay connector boards on all three rails.

22 Jun 11

Installed power bus standoffs on increment register and incrementer rails.

Made a credits list for the front panel.

23 Jun 11

Installed power/ground buses on all three rails of increment register and 
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incrementer.  Wired power, ground, and suppression diodes on the first incrment 
register rail.

27 Jun 11

Reinstalled the clock rail and although all of CL1 through CL4 were working 
correctly, there was no actual clock pulse being produced.  Pulled the clock again 
for more bench testing.

Used the force switches for pulse generation to determine that it’s the LD-PC 
signal that is back feeding for GOTO operations.  Pulled control out of the rack to 
install an isolation diode.

28 Jun 11

The clock problem turned out to be a bad solder joint in the power connection to 
K103cF, which affected both production of the clock pulse, and the closing of 
K104.  It is possible that the two relays I replaced weren’t really bad, and that it 
was just the wiggling of the terminals during relay insertion that temporarily 
solved the problem.

The back feed problem with GOTO instructions required one diode to fix, and for 
a change it was a neat mod.  It replaced a wire connecting terminals on adjacent 
relays.

Modified the Control6 drawing to add the isolation diode.

29 Jun 11

Reinstalled the clock and control sections in the rack.  The clock once again runs 
perfectly.

It turned out that the fix applied for GOTO instructions only cleared up half the 
problem.  In addition to isolating LD-PC, it looks like SEL-INC is also back 
feeding, causing S12 to come on when it’s in state 19.

Decided to leave control in the rack until the last three rails are installed.  I can fix 
the back feed problem and any other glitches then at the same time.
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30 Jun 11

Soldered in intrarail wiring for the first of the increment register rails.

18 Jul 11

Got out a belated status report.

Started intrarail wiring on the second of the increment register rails.

19 Jul 11

Completed intrarail wiring on the second incrementer register rail.  

Installed coil suppression diodes and grounds on the incrementer rail.

20 Jul 11

Installed intrarail wiring on the incrementer.

Fastened the two increment register rails to the assembly fixture so I can begin 
interrail wiring next.

21 Jul 11

installed interrail wiring between the two increment register rails.

23 Jul 11

Installed interrail wiring between the incrementer and the increment register.  
Bench test revealed a problem with the hold circuit of the increment register.  The 
incrementer is working correctly.

24 Jul 11

Installed the hold circuit wire missing between the two increment register rails.  
Bench check is now good.

Hung the increment register and incrementer in the rack.  Installed the power 
connections and interconnect cables and verified operation of the incrementer 
and Load Address.
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Fired up Orin Winn’s memory test program that we had burned into the 
EEPROM.  It executed flawlessly.

RC-3 EXECUTES FIRST PROGRAM ON THIS DATE!!!!!

Deposit-Next seems to be working OK, but Examine-Next produces some kind of 
address feedback loop.  Need to investigate.

25 Jul 11

Discovered there were problems in Orin’s memory test program but they only 
affect operation if it fails, so it still runs OK.

Took some video of RC-3 actually executing a program.

Installed screws in all the rails that had been temporarily mounted with only one 
screw in each side.  Tightened all the nuts on the right side.

Pulled the control section and brought back to the workbench at home.  Installed 
D371 to isolate the SEL-INC signal from P-L and P-Q at K332.

26 Jul 11

Reinstalled the control section but the display problem isn’t fixed.  Not sure how 
the observed behavior is occurring.  Both back feed paths that could possibly 
affect it have been isolated.  Further investigation is required.

Tie-wrapped the interconnection cables to the cable ladder to take weight off the 
relay connector boards.  

Usually when I spend a lot of time with my arm stuck into the back of the 
machine I wind up getting gouged by some sharp corner or other and wind up 
bleeding.  Spent three hours working inside the rack and made it out this time 
with only three hematomas;  no external bleeding noted.  Progress….

Determined that Examine & Examine Next don’t produce feedback if the control 
section is not producing any signals.  Single executions of Deposit, followed by 
an Examine show contents being written into memory and read correctly.  
Multiple writes using Deposit Next, followed by Examine or Examine Next aren’t 
working.  More troubleshooting is required there.
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Cables tied to support ladder.
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Completed right side of rack.
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28 Jul 11

Bundled power wiring on the left side of the rack.  

There is still a display anomaly causing the S12 LED to come on when the 
sequencer is in state 5.

Front panel operations seem to work inconsistently, depending on what state the 
sequencer is in, and whether control is asserting any command lines.  

29 Jul 11

Discussed packaging concerns with Deanne Row.  

Power draw averages around 10 amps when the machine is running, which is 
only 120 watts of power distributed over a lot of space.  Russ and I have decided 
to try it initially without a fan pack and see how warm it gets.  The fans make a lot 
of noise and we’d really rather viewers get the full effect of the relay clicking.

3 Aug 11

We had been noticing some irregularities in the operation of the clock, and it 
finally failed solidly.  Pulled it to take back to the bench for troubleshooting.

5 Aug 11

Wrote up copy and provided pictures for RC-1, RC-2, and RC-3.  These will be 
used to produce the explanatory panels for the new museum display.

Investigation of the clock problem indicated relay failures.  The armature was 
operating on two of them, but the contacts weren’t switching.  Not sure if contacts 
were sticking, or what, or why this problem only seems to affect the clock.  
Replaced two relays and the clock runs correctly again.

Sent a note to our contact at Omron to see if we could speak to an applications 
engineer about this problem.

8 Aug 11

Reinstalled the clock and operations are back to normal.

Spent some time working with the front panel operations switches.  Changes to 
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the instruction being presented to control allowed me to determine where signals 
were back feeding that was causing problems.  Identified three locations that 
need isolation diodes.

Pulled the control section to install the necessary diodes.

9 Aug 11

Installed back feed isolation diodes in seven places:  the three identified in 
yesterday’s troubleshooting, plus four in the front panel operations section that 
appeared to be needed.

10 Aug 11

Reinstalled the control section.  The isolation diodes cleared up most of the 
problems with front panel operations switches, but repeated Write-Next’s don’t 
seem to be working reliably.  Examine-Next walks through the EEPROM without 
any problems, and a single Write followed by Examine always works, but a series 
of Write-Next’s, followed by Examine-Next’s along the same address sequence 
shows that not all of the writes were successful.

Was placed in contact with a quality assurance engineer at Omron.  Sent him a 
description of our symptoms, plus the schematic of the clock circuit.

11 Aug 11

Updated drawings to reflect the recent changes.

Loaded an old Windows laptop with Windows 98 to see if I can get the Cross-32 
assembler to play.  It doesn’t work under Windows XP, which has been reported 
by others who have tried it.

The Omron engineer reported several possibly reasons for contact sticking:  
extended operation time caused by the suppression diode, high inrush current 
into the capacitor.  He asked if we could inspect a failed relay for evidence of 
“tack welding” on the contacts.  If not, they could analyze our failed units if we 
sent them in.
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12 Aug 11

Tried setting up my old laptop with Cross-32 but ran into a lot of problems.  The 
CD drive wouldn’t read the 3” CD the software came on.  Tried using a USB 
memory stick to transfer the data but there was no appropriate driver available 
under Windows 98 to read the flash drive.

Finally resorted to using a floppy disk to transfer it and that worked.  Tried my test 
program and it failed, but I shortly found out what was causing the problem.  
Tried fixing the syntax on my Windows XP machine and the file compiled there.

Then started cleaning up the configuration table file to get rid of some of the 
hard-coded op-codes (CLR_A instead of CLR with argument A, for example).  
Got MOV8 working correctly, but after recoding the ALU instructions Cross-32 
crashes on a compile.  Will have to see if it behaves the same way on the Win 98 
machine to see if it is operating system related, or just an error in my files.

13 Aug 11

The problem was an error in my table file.  Behavior on Win 98 and Win XP has 
been identical in all cases, including the crashes.

Finished modifying the configuration table to eliminate hard-coded target 
registers for operations and to add the additional conditional branches Jeff 
Diamond requested.

The final product is pretty much a complete rewrite of the configuration table.  All 
register assignments are now handled in configuration, instead of in the block of 
equates the previous version required you to put at the beginning of each 
program.

Published the new config table, example source file, and example listing to the 
folks who were interested in programming.  Will now proceed to write some test 
code.

15 Aug 11

Wrote three programs today for the RC-3:  memory test, simple counter, and 
walking bit.
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;******************************************************
; Memory test program for the RC-3 relay computer
; Rev 1 15 Aug 11
;******************************************************
;
; Set 256 byte block (00 - 7F) to test in data switches
; before running.
; Program halts to allow entry of number of locations to
; test (01 - FF)
; Reset data switches with number of locations to test,
; and press RESTART

 8000 ORG 8000H

 8000 C055AA START: LI 55AAH ; load test pattern into M
 8003 A0 MOV16 XY,M ; save it in XY
 8004 AC LDSW A ; get memory block to test
 8005 08 MOV8 B,A ;
 8006 8E NOT D ; invert to check the msb
 8007 F0800B BNEG BLKSET ; ok if msb now set
 800A 00 CLR A ; default to zero if block

; not valid
 800B 20        BLKSET: MOV8 M1,A ; set MSB of memory address
 800C 2D CLR M2 ; set LSB of memory address
 800D AE HALT ; wait for test count

; ******************************************************
;
; ENTER NUMBER OF LOCATIONS TO TEST
; IN DATA SWITCHES WHEN MACHINE HALTS,
; THEN RESTART
;
; ******************************************************

 800E AC LDSW A ; get the count
 800F 08 MOV8 B,A ;
 8010 8F SHL D ; ALU inst to set condition

; codes
 8011 E28015 BNZ CNTSET ; ok if count not zero
 8014 68 LIN B,8 ; default to 8 if count not 

; valid
 8015 8E CNTSET: NOT D ; invert count
 8016 0B MOV8 B,D ;    and
 8017 8A                INC D ; convert to negative number

; initialization now complete

 8018 16 LOOP: MOV8 C,X ; get first test byte (AH)
 8019 9A STORE C ; write it [M]<-C
 801A 91 LOAD B ; read it back into B
 801B 85 XOR A ; compare
 801C E28031 BNZ FAILA ; any difference indicates error
 801F 17 GOTO5: MOV8 C,Y ; get second test byte (5H)
 8020 9A STORE C ; write it [M]<-C
 8021 91 LOAD B ; read it back into B

 8022 85 XOR A ; compare
 8023 E28035 BNZ FAIL5 ; any difference indicates error
 8026 0B NEXT: MOV8 B,D ; fetch the count
 8027 8A INC D ; increment it
 8028 E48039 BZ GOOD ; finished if zero
 802B 0D MOV8 B,M2 ; fetch current memory location
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 802C 82 INC A ; increment it
 802D 28 MOV8 M2,A ; put it back in M for next 

; interation
 802E E68018 JUMP LOOP ; go around again
 8031 AE FAILA: HALT ; failed test pattern A

; note address of failure, then 
; RESTART

 8032 E6801F JUMP GOTO5 ; continue with pattern 5
 8035 AE FAIL5: HALT ; failed test pattern 5

; note address of failure, then
; RESTART

 8036 E68026 JUMP NEXT ; continue to increment steps
 8039 AE GOOD: HALT ; all locations test OK if

; stopped here
; reset block to test in data 
; switches

 ; and RESTART to continue
; testing

 803A E68000 JUMP START

The memory test program allows you to enter a 256-byte block of memory that 
you wish to test, followed by how many locations in that block to look at.  It halts 
on any errors, allows you to note the failing location, then you can RESTART to 
continue execution.  Likewise, when it completes the test sequence it halts at a 
Good location.  You can reset the block number, then RESTART to start it up 
again.

;******************************************************
; Simple counter program for the RC-3 relay computer
; Rev 1 15 Aug 11
;******************************************************
;

 8100 ORG 8100H

; Set number to count to in data switches before running
; Defaults to 8 if zero

 8100 AC START2: LDSW A ; get the desired max count
 8101 08 MOV8 B,A ;
 8102 8F SHL D ; ALU inst to set condition

; codes
 8103 E28107 BNZ CNTST2 ; ok if count not zero
 8106 68 LIN B,8 ; default to 8 if count not

; valid
 8107 8E CNTST2: NOT D ; invert count
 8108 0B MOV8 B,D ;    and
 8109 8A INC D ; convert to negative number
 810A 00 CLR A ;
 810B 12 CLR C ;

; initialization now complete

 810C 08 LOOP2: MOV8 B,A ; get displayed count
 810D 82 INC A ; increment and display in A
 810E 10 MOV8 C,A ; also display in C
 810F 0B MOV8 B,D ; get loop counter
 8110 8A INC D ; increment it
 8111 E48117 BZ DONE ; finished if zero
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 8114 E6810C JUMP LOOP2 ; go again
 8117 AE DONE: HALT ; put new loop count in data

; switches
; and RESTART to continue

 8118 E68100 JUMP START2 ;

The simple counter accepts an input to give it a count limit, then just increments 
the A and C registers until it reaches that limit.

;******************************************************
; Walking bit demo for the RC-3 relay computer
; Rev 1 15 Aug 11 
;******************************************************

;
 8200 ORG 8200H

; Runs until stopped, walking a bit back and 
; forth across the M register

 8200 C00001 LI 1 ; put a 1 in lsb of M
 8203 15 MOV8 C,M2 ; save it for later use
 8204 0D LSBL: MOV8 B,M2 ; get LSB
 8205 87 SHL A ; shift it left once
 8206 28 MOV8 M2,A ; put LSB back
 8207 F0820D BNEG HOP1 ; reached bit 7?
 820A E68204 JUMP LSBL ; shift LSB some more
 820D 1D HOP1: MOV8 D,M2 ; save the 80H
 820E 41 LIN A,1 ; stick a 1 in lsb
 820F 2D CLR M2 ; remove 80H from M2
 8210 20 MOV8 M1,A ; and insert 01H in M1
 8211 0C MSBL: MOV8 B,M1 ; get MSB
 8212 87 SHL A ; shift it left once
 8213 20 MOV8 M1,A ; put MSB back
 8214 F0821A BNEG MSBR ; reached bit 7?
 8217 E68211 JUMP MSBL ; shift MSB some more
 821A 0C MSBR: MOV8 B,M1 ; get MSB
 821B E78231 CALL SHR ; shift it right once
 821E 21 MOV8 M1,B ; put MSB back
 821F 85 XOR A ; in bit 0 yet?
 8220 E2821A BNZ MSBR ; shift MSB some more
 8223 24 CLR M1 ; remove 01H from M1
 8224 2B MOV8 M2,D ; put 80H in M2
 8225 0D LSBR: MOV8 B,M2 ; get LSB
 8226 E78231 CALL SHR ; shift it right once
 8229 29 MOV8 M2,B ; put LSB back
 822A 85 XOR A ; in bit 0 yet?
 822B E28225 BNZ LSBR ; shift MSB some more
 822E E68204 JUMP LSBL ; cycle complete, go again

; *******************************************************
; Shift right by doing 7 left shifts
; Input in B;  Output in B
; Register A is destroyed
; *******************************************************

 8231 87 SHR: SHL A ; 
 8232 08 MOV8 B,A ;
 8233 87 SHL A ;
 8234 08 MOV8 B,A ;
 8235 87 SHL A ;
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 8236 08 MOV8 B,A ;
 8237 87 SHL A ;
 8238 08 MOV8 B,A ;
 8239 87 SHL A ;
 823A 08 MOV8 B,A ;
 823B 87 SHL A ;
 823C 08 MOV8 B,A ;
 823D 87 SHL A ;
 823E 08 MOV8 B,A ;
 823F A5 RETURN ; 

The walking bit program runs indefinitely, walking a bit back and forth across the 
M register.  

I assembled them all together, ORG’d to different locations in PROM, to produce 
a single PROM image that I will burn into a chip and install for testing.

16 Aug 11

Had problems getting the PROM burner to work.  The old HP system that we 
used with it before didn’t seem to be able to find the hardware on the LPT1 port.  
I finally got it to work using my old machine with Win 98 installed on it.

How to:

• Insert personality SIMM 01A
• Set device to Csi CAT28C256
* Set file name to whatever is desired
• Set file offset to 8000 – 8FFF (assumes image ORG’d to 8000H, which is 

required.

After some futzing I got a good burn of the HEX file into a chip and loaded it on 
the machine.  All programs ran without error, although I discovered that the test 
pattern word for the memory test needed to be 55AAH instead of 5AH.  Changed 
the value in the ROM buffer and got it into the chip.

The walking bit demo does what it is supposed to do, but walking the bit from left 
to right is very slow, since seven SHL’s are executed to do a SHR.

Decided to make a faster walking bit program by just running a sequence of LI’s 
that move the bit back and forth across the M register.  Programmed that at 
home this evening and will burn into ROM tomorrow.

;******************************************************
; Walking bit demo for the RC-3 relay computer
; Rev 1 16 Aug 11                         
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;******************************************************
;
; Runs until stopped
;

 8300 ORG 8300H

 8300 C00001  AGAIN: LI 0000000000000001B
 8303 C00002 LI 0000000000000010B
 8306 C00004 LI 0000000000000100B
 8309 C00008 LI 0000000000001000B
 830C C00010 LI 0000000000010000B
 830F C00020 LI 0000000000100000B
 8312 C00040 LI 0000000001000000B
 8315 C00080 LI 0000000010000000B
 8318 C00100 LI 0000000100000000B
 831B C00200 LI 0000001000000000B
 831E C00400 LI 0000010000000000B
 8321 C00800 LI 0000100000000000B
 8324 C01000 LI 0001000000000000B
 8327 C02000 LI 0010000000000000B
 832A C04000 LI 0100000000000000B
 832D C08000 LI 1000000000000000B
 8330 C04000 LI 0100000000000000B
 8333 C02000 LI 0010000000000000B
 8336 C01000 LI 0001000000000000B
 8339 C00800 LI 0000100000000000B
 833C C00400 LI 0000010000000000B
 833F C00200 LI 0000001000000000B
 8342 C00100 LI 0000000100000000B
 8345 C00080 LI 0000000010000000B
 8348 C00040 LI 0000000001000000B
 834B C00020 LI 0000000000100000B
 834E C00010 LI 0000000000010000B
 8351 C00008 LI 0000000000001000B
 8354 C00004 LI 0000000000000100B
 8357 C00002 LI 0000000000000010B
 835A E68300 JUMP AGAIN

17 Aug 11

Burned the new image into PROM and installed it.  The new faster walking bit 
routine works as anticipated.

Worked with Stephen Torrence to block out the acknowledgements to be etched 
on the blank front panel section needed to close up the rest of it.

23 Aug 11

Started bundling and neatening up the wires going to the power distribution 
panel.  This required swapping several around to accommodate ones that were a 
bit short, which was a pain because the labels had to be swapped too, as well as 
changes to the drawing.  Completed bundling of the wires that come in from the 
top of the panel.  Additional work is required to neaten the ones that approach 
from the bottom.
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Compiled a list of volunteers’ e-mail addresses for Russ to send invitations to.  
This is for the dedication party on Sept 22nd.

24 Aug 11

Finished bundling and neatening the wires going to the power distribution panel.

Pulled the clock rail and disconnected the spike suppression diodes from the four 
clock generator relays.  This is to see if it makes any difference in the relay 
sticking problem.

29 Aug 11

Relocated power cord from the side (where it was mounted temporarily for 
convenience) to the top right rear corner of the rack where it will go up for 
connection to the power drop coming down from the ceiling in the musem.

Power wiring after bundling.
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Line cord junction block.
31 Aug 11

Met with machinist John Mandell to discuss mounting of lights to illuminate inside 
of rack, and fastening techniques for the plexiglass side panels.

Tasked John with drilling the rack to attach the door and he is planning to make a 
drill guide to insure proper alignment of the hinge mounting holes.

Experimented with the Robot Typer and discovered that it was configured to fit an 
original Selectric typewriter.  The mounting hardware doesn’t work well with a 
Selectric II, so John will design an alternative way to mount it.  We also 
discovered that a change in the keyboard layout caused the Return key actuator 
to miss the Return key on a Selectric II.  Relocating the return solenoid to an 
adjacent blank hole solved that problem.  We suspect that it may have originally 
come with alternate mounting brackets to fit a Selectric II and that the solenoid 
hole was also intentionally provided for a Selectric II application.

1 Sep 11

Conducted a few more Deposit Next tests, with no conclusion reached.  
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Took some additional pictures to attach to the monthly status report.

Wrote and e-mailed the monthly status report.

Robot Typer with cover removed.

Robot Typer key actuators.

2 Sep 11

I ordered a macro lens for my camera so I could get some good pictures of the 
damage to the armature of one the clock relays that manifest the contact sticking 
problem.  It’s pretty apparent that the end contact suffered some serious distress.
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Relay armature with pitted contact.
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Same relay armature from a different angle.

5 Sep 11

Drew a sketch for the display panel needed to accompany the Robot Typer relay 
driver and sent to John Mandell for machining.

7 Sep 11

Met with John Mandell and Russ to discuss lighting for RC-3.  John had several 
sample clamping plates for use with the new 80/20 display hardware, as well as 
for inside RC-3.

Removed the control section from the rack to take back to the bench to install the 
modification required to produce a print pulse.

John brought his completed print driver display panel (based on the drawing I 
had sent him) but it was .25” thick and should have been .125”.  He said he 
would make it again.
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With John's help (and his handy drill guide), drilled the holes for the upper and 
lower front door hinges.  Installed the lower hinge, but needed a nut driver to 
tighten it and install the upper one (I had left my tool kit at home).  

8 Sep 11

Installed the modifications to control to produce the print pulse.  

Built up two relay connector boards to use on the robot typer driver rail.  

Removed soldering practice wiring from one of the two rails we have left.  
Installed sockets, relay connector boards, and power bus wiring.  

9 Sep 11

I needed one connection between pins on two relay connector boards (P503 and 
P505) in the ALU to carry the print pulse through to the robot typer driver rail.  
Unfortunately, the two connectors were on opposite ends of the ALU.  Managed 
to snake the wire into place.  It was easy to solder in on the relay connector 
board by the back door, but had to use a mirror to see what I was doing on the 
front side.

Soldered an additional connector into the relay connector board at P503.  This 
will allow the bit signals from B register, plus the looped through print pulse to be 
daisy chained to the print driver.

Reinstalled the control section in the rack.  When I went to test it to make sure it 
was still executing instructions correctly after the printer modification, I 
discovered that I couldn't load an address because turning on bit 15 in the 
address switches caused bits 14-12 and 0-2 to also come on.  I suspected a 
short caused by a dropped screw, nut, or washer.

Removed the rear door of the rack for painting.  Tried to insert the plexiglass for 
the front door into the frame and discovered it was too wide.  We had it cut to 
dimensions in a drawing Crenlo sent us, but it appears to have been the wrong 
drawing.

10 Sep 11

Spent some time trying to isolate the problem with the address bus.  Thought I 
had it localized to the upper two rails of the memory driver.  Removed them and 
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took them back to the bench where additional testing revealed no problem.  After 
thinking about it some, I suspect a solder drip from the mirror work on the ALU 
may have dripped into a lower connector on the ALU.  The arrangement of the 
bits (15-12 and 2-0) suggests a short at an address bus connector.  Will 
investigate this possibility when I go back to the museum.

11 Sep 11

Reinstalled the two memory rails in the rack and spent some time trying to isolate 
the problem location on the address bus, but it turned out not to be on any relay 
rail.  Instead it was on the bus display connector leading to the front panel.  
Pulled that section of the front panel and its connector board out and brought 
them back to the bench.

Careful inspection revealed a piece of solder shorting pins together along the 
edge of P733.  I was able to pick that off with a dental tool and it cleared up four 
of the seven pins that were shorted.  It still left bits 15, 14, and 2 shorted, 
corresponding to connector pins 1, 2, and 14, all adjacent.  I suspected there was 
additional solder under the connector, between the pins.  Tried to poke it out to 
no avail.  Also tried heating each of the three shorted pins for a long time in 
hopes the solder causing the short would wick out, but that didn’t work either.

Connector shell, mostly disassembled.
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Finally resorted to removing the jack screw sockets from the DB-25, drilling off 
the rivet heads that held the back and front of the shell together, removing the 
upper block, then desoldering each pin individually.  Once the connector’s lower 
shell and block were removed, the shorting blob of solder was quite evident.

Offending solder blob, shorting right three pins.

I removed the solder blob, then used a solder sucker to clear all the holes.  After 
a quick wash with acetone to remove the flux residue left from the unsoldering, I 
installed a new DB-25 connector and all works well.

I called Russ and told him that the next time I said I was going to take a shortcut 
(by soldering in a wire while the ALU was mounted in the rack), he should ask me 
“are you sure?”  As it turns out, removing the ALU from the rack would have 
involved much less work than all the trouble the solder splash caused.

13 Sep 11

Reinstalled the front panel section in the rack and reconnected cables.  Initial 
checks showed the memory test program was failing on one of its patterns.  Tried 
swapping the RAM chip, but same behavior.  Then I noticed that one bit in the 
contents of the C register wasn’t making it to the ALU, causing the compare after 
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read to fail.  Found that the cable connecting B/C registers to the ALU hadn’t 
been tightened up after being removed for troubleshooting earlier.  Screwed its 
jack screws in tight and the problem went away.

Installed LEDs in the display subpanel for the printer driver relay rail, and 
installed power buses for each of the rows.

14 Sep 11

Wired up the relay driver rail.  Testing showed that I had mistakenly wired eight of 
the LEDs in backwards so had to remove connections and the power bus, rotate 
them 180 degrees, then reinstall the power bus and connections.

Following that, I was mystified by why all eight of the lower row LEDs was on, 
when none should be.  I hadn’t modified the schematic to show the LEDs, so had 
to sketch the circuit to see what was going on.  I had connected the Out side of 
the test harness to the Robot Typer output connector.  This placed incandescent 
light bulbs to ground across each of the lower (pulled-to-ground) LEDs.  Current 
was flowing through the LEDs to ground through the bulbs.  Removing the test 
connector revealed that the lower row of LEDs was displaying correctly. 

15 Sep 11

Added power connectors and a 24V bypass capacitor to the printer driver rail.

Installed the printer driver relay rail in the rack.  Execution of the PRINT op-code 
(B1) produced the right results on the display.  Will need to put a connector on 
the Robot Typer’s cable before testing can be completed.

Installed the jack for the demo switch in the bottom right side of the rack.

Installed the rest of the mounting screws for the left side relay rails (some were 
mounted with only one screw per end, to simplify removal if they had to come 
back out for adjustments) and tightened them up.

Our wizard with plexiglass Deanne Row came in to drill panels for the sides.  We 
got the right side installed and it looks great.  She made framing mats to hide 
holes where we drilled out spot welds to remove the upper side braces.  The 
mats’ make it look very professional.  I asked her to hold off on installing the left 
side panels.  I need to swap the EEPROM with one including the printer 
programs, plus install the lights in the rack.  Both those activities can only be 
accomplished with the side fully accessible.  She was going to come back in on 
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Sunday to drill panels for the left side, which can be installed after my interior 
work is completed.

18 Sep 11

Modified the cross-assembler configuration table to add a PRINT op-code.

Wrote a NEGATE (handy for converting positive numbers to negative ones for 
setting loop counters) subroutine.

Wrote a CHROUT (character out) print subroutine.  Used Orin’s table of printer 
drive codes with a couple of modifications.

Wrote a “Hello world” printer demo program.

Wrote a printer test program that sends all 128 ASCII codes through the print 
routine to make sure all are output correctly (or not for various control codes).

19 Sep 11

Installed a DB-25 connector on the Robot Typer cable.

Connected the robot typer to the RC-3 and ran the hello world program semi-
successfully.  All the characters came out but the shift key was sticking so case 
wasn’t correct.  Adjusted the position of the robot typer on the Selectric keyboard 
and that fixed the sticking problem.  Hello world then worked correctly except the 
hyphen came out an underscore.

Ran the full ASCII test twice and noticed a number of anomalies.  Came home 
and built a printer code table from first principles, which I then compared with 
Orin’s lookup table.  There were seven or eight wrong codes in the table.  

Corrected the lookup table and assembled it, then burned a new EEPROM.

Installed two LEDs on goosenecks to illuminate the back of the relay rails.  Wired 
their power to the 5V supply.

20 Sep 11

Installed the EEPROM in RC-3 and it fixed most of the printing problems.  The 
hyphen in RC-3, which was an underscore before, now prints nothing.  Will have 
to investigate that when I have time.
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21 Sep 11

Installed the special nut John Mandell made for the top hinge of the front door.  
Final checks reveal all is ready for the dedication on the 22nd.

22 Sep 11

Met with Harry Porter, who flew in from Portland, Oregon, to be here for the RC-3 
rollout.  He was impressed with our implementation and, as predicted, asked if 
we’d like to build him one.

Helped Deanne install the final two plexiglass panels on the left side.

Did one last check before leaving to prepare for the evening’s dedication party 
and the clock stopped working.  Indications were it was one of the old relays that 
had failed.  Luckily, I was able to replace it without having to removed the 
plexiglass side panel (the clock is on the top rail).

Had a nice volunteer celebration and RC-3 rollout party with about 50 people in 
attendance.  All volunteers who had done actual work on the construction were 
there except Austin Roche, who called to say he was unable to attend due to his 
wife’s illness, and John Mandell, who was out of town on a family emergency.

Unfortunately, the plexiglass side panels damp out way too much of the sound 
from the relays, so will have to install a microphone/speaker combination to let 
folks hear it run.

23 Sep 11

Ordered an electret microphone & preamp, plus a power amp from CanaKit.  
We’ll take a speaker from the recycling stream once the amplifiers arrive.

3 Oct 11

The clock had locked up solid when Russ was trying to demonstrate the machine 
to Goodwill executives.  Replaced K101.

5 Oct 11

Witnessed a new clock failure mode.  This time the clock was running, as 
evidenced by the CL1-CL4 lights, but no clock signal was being produced.  
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Testing revealed a fractured solder joint in the 12V power lead feeding the XOR 
that produces the clock signal.  Resoldered it and all is well.

Picked up the breadboard to experiment with new clock designs.  Omron is 
convinced it’s the high inrush current to charge the timing capacitors that is 
causing the contact sticking.  They have asked us to send them some failed units 
for evaluation.

12 Oct 11

Met with John Mandell and gave him the little audio amplifiers so he could build a 
mounting plate.

13 Oct 11

Met with a new volunteer, John Grzinich, who is interested in coming up to speed 
on the RC-3.

19 Oct 11

Picked up the audio amplifier mounting plate he had constructed.  Met with John 
Grzinich and went over some aspects of RC-3 design.

21 Oct 11

Tested audio amplifier combination and discovered that the power amp was 
overkill;  there was so much gain that the pair went into oscillation too easily.  
Removed the power amp and connected the microphone amp directly to the 
speaker, which worked perfectly.  Installed the system in RC-3 and you can now 
nicely hear the relay chatter as it runs.

2 Nov 11

Bread boarded revised clock circuit with a 4.7-ohm resistor in series with the 
timing capacitor across the relay coils.  Under worst-case conditions, this would 
limit the in-rush current to 2.55A.  Cycling sounded a bit faster than the current 
clock is running, but I had no test equipment at home to measure it.

3 Nov 11

Connected the storage oscilloscope to the revised clock circuit and it appeared to 
be running slightly faster than our target of 6 Hz, but not enough to warrant 
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changes to the bypass resistor.  Pulled the clock rail out of the rack for 
modification.

4 Nov 11

Modified the clock rail to insert the 4.7-ohm resistors in series with the timing 
capacitors.  Measured on the bench,  the clock was running at 6.2 Hz, slightly 
faster than the 5.9 Hz we were seeing previously.

Measured the voltage spike across the series resistor at 5.41V during in-rush, 
which translates to an in-rush current of 1.15A, which is well within the relay 
contact rating of 5A.

Reinstalled the clock rail in the rack and all appears to be working well.  Hope 
this fixes the sticking relay problem.

9 Nov 11

Measured location needed to drill the lock mounting hole in the front door 
plexiglass.  Decided to have the plastics company drill the hole because it was 
likely cheaper than buying a 7/8” plastic drill bit to do it.

The door lock came with only one key, so had a duplicate made.  Neither of the 
two hardware stores I tried had the right blank and even the locksmith I stopped 
at had trouble finding one.
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